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This paper describes seven interrelated' studies
concerned with chil'dren's understanding of sequential actions and
with. the effects of observing amodel on this understanding. A total
of 546 elementary and secondary schobl students served as subjects
fox, the tudies. The tasks for all of the studieSinvolv4d deriving

..the pattern for a sequence from a, given aa.ple so as to be able to
'generate a continuation of=thatSequence.'Materials for the Sequences
consisted of geolOric stapes and cblorg arranged according to rules
for patterns of varying coaplexity. Perforiance was scored on the
basis of the product completedand the strategy'used to go about the
-task. Results indicated that observation of a model had the greatest
impact on children who had a beginning understanding oethe
sequential patterns but' who were not yet able tic handle they
co'mpetently on their own. Results are discussed is relation to the
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. \ ..:.
)even int, errelated studies concerned with. dhildren's understanding of the

trganization of sequentiotactioarrewith.the effects'of observing a model on this ..
understanding are described. A total of 546 children-of etementaryschool.oge served
as subjects. The tasks involved deriving the pattern for a sequence from a given sample
,so as to be able to generate a continuation of the sequence. The sequences were made
from pieces of several. geometric shapes and colors and entailed rules from simple. alter.
nation to a complex coordinatizi of repetition, rotation, etc. The performance was .

scored in terms of the product oEnstructed and the strategy used in going about the task. ."`,.

It was found that observatio-; of a model had the gredtest impact on children who had
6 beginning understanding of the sequential patterns but,were not.yet able to handlei
them competently on their own, Evidence was obtoined for better performance with
other kinds of cantextval suppo-ts as will: recognition of appropriate continuations
was better than construction and memo-yior specific sequences wag better than dirneratio n

.. of new exemplifications ofhose sequences. The results q-e discusied in relation to the
'role of hmilatIon sand of contextual va-iables in cognitive funbtioning.
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In the-post two deCodes,. o chonge 'see* to hove token place in th'e bosic
assumptions cOnceming,Fiim-on nature thot underliethinking and reseorchyithin
American psychology: 'While no single itichisive theory prevoil some of the general

'assumpticios are dear: man is seen as octive, hit' behaviot os organized, his cognitive-
., symbolic capacity os centrol to his specifically,...1wman octivities. This change is strongly

evident in the field'of child psychology, spUrred no doubt by the influence of Piaget's
work, the impact of develarmentol psycholinguistics, cirid the appricotion of notions
from information theory to the .onolysis of Children's learning. The investigation to be
described in this report is congruent with this new orientation and stems from on interest,
in children's tearKing in naturalistic settings. in such settings, children often observe
the activities of others 'in oll their complexity, yet they neither copy those activities
whole nor poss untouched by them; they select certain ospects of observed activities and
Incorporate them into their own patterns of action. The present research was undertoken
to investigote how children with different cognitive capacities use a model to modify
their own goal-diretted octions. .

The three interlinked issues suggested by this fortnulotit n of the problem - the
influence of a model on children's octions, the influence of cognitive level on the use
made of a model, and the sequential.orgonization of children's actions eoch yields a
somewhat seporote body of literature. The highlights of the literature on eoch of these
topics will be briefly reviewed to-provide a general background for the present investiga-

. Hon. .
. 14.,

;

Imitotion. Recerttly, there hos been considerable interest in the rihe menon,
of itvitation.TE; impetus forpmucof the reseorchcanie-from'social leorning heory
(Bandura and Walters, '1963), wherein imitotion or "observotionol learning" .ci% proposed

to occOunt for the rapid acquisiHon of a multitude of new behoviors. Ho4, ver, other
concerns have olso contributed to. the literature on imitotion. Concern wi equilibrotion
as a theoretiol mechanism in developmefit led to in which models v ing along
o plevelopmenfral progression were presented to children for observatfon (e.g., Kuhn, 197?;
Tutiel, 1969). Imitotion hos also'been used os o technic* for investigating the linguistic
copcicities of young children (e.g Blonk and Fronk,,1971;' Froser, Bellugi and Brown,
1963). As the topic of imitotion goined prominence, studies of, incidental learning, social,
facilitation, and role-toking come to be seen os port of the same literatures ,

- Subsequent to the clossic work. orMiller and Dollard (1941)in which they drew
distinctions.betw,een several different types of events lobeled imitotion (same behoyior,
matched -dependent behavior, _srnd copying), 'much of the recent empiticol work has been
directed at documenting the voriety of behaviors wimich or subject to model influences;
these include ogression,oltivisrn, phobic reactions, self-reward behavior, oeloyol:,
gratification, cognitive styles, preference choices, and problOh-solving strategies (for
a rdstiew see Flonders, 1968). Equally numerous studies have explored factors which
affect childreh:i imitotion of modeled behavi-ors,` such os characttristics of the model,
(power, nvrtUronce,.competence, sex, a*),,reinforcementcontingencies (reinforcement
delivered to the subject or reinforcement delivered to the model and observed by the
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subject), and the medium through which the model is presentesil (live, film, verbally).
Theoretically- oriented attempts to integrate these` "numerous findings and to conceptualize
the process i,of imitation has brought forth some diffeisences between theorists, 4.

GeWirtz (1971; Gewirtz and Sting le, 1968) has argued that imitation can be ,

conceptualized as a special ;case of instrumental learning. .The. first imitative responses
'may occIr by chance and become. strengthened by direct reinforcement, probably, an an
intermittent basis. Qnce several imitative responses become established in this manner,
they,fOrm a class of diverse, but functionally equivalent.behaViorsigiving rise to gen-
eralized.imitation relatively independent of specific reinforcement. A related view is'
held by Baer and his associates (1967), who stress the importance of the. model both Qs
a discriminative stimulus for imitation and as a conditioned reinforcer,, based on the
'qualify of behavioral similarity between model and observer which had been originally
reinforced, This oppivach posits a period in which the general capacity for imitation isr.
acquired, but the phenomenon ,Of imitation is subsumed under already well - established'
principles of instrumental ler:pling, in Ai sense doing away with the whole topic.

On the other hand, both Aronfreed (1969) and Bandura (1969; 1971) have tended
to emphasize a central, cognitive comPorient to imitation, .differentiating imitation from
more traditional learning E,roesses.. Aronfreql has argued that 14 term imitation be'.
limited to thOse instances where the internal structural features.of observed 6ehavior serve
as a model fdr the topography of the observer's own behavior. He has.Postulated.that
observation of a model's behavior results in the formation of acognitive template, which
serves as an internal representation of the model, pro(lided that a, change irl affeCtivity
is induced in the observer during the observation, which tlen becomes coupled to the
template. A number of imitation studies demonstrating the influence of model character-
istics or reinforcement variables have beery reirftewreteci byAronfreed to'show the
importance of a change in affectivity.,. The important feature of Aronfreed'syiew is,
however, his distinction between surface fidelity of one behavior to another and structural
correspondence even without fidelity in detail, the latter being definitive for imitation.

Bandura (particularly 1971) has emphastfed "a representational guidance
system for maching behavior Which ccfn be established withoUt overt responding" (1971,
,p. 25): aeisolates-attentional processes, relentional pr"ocesses, matorreproduction
processes, and motivational processes in the sequence fromsa modeled .event to an imitative
performante, He goes on to specify that "in the social learning view, 'modeling stimuli
serve more as sources of information than as automatic conditioners;, observers often perform
operations on modeling inputs so that transformational and organizational processes pre .

involved as well as asaiational ones; less structural correspondence is assumed between
memory codes and the original "modeled patterns; ,verbal representation is assigned a
greater response guidance *function; and reinforceme;0--...: is treated as a factor That
can facilitate observational learning" (1971, p. 20): While tflis formulation clearly
separa tqs the process of imitation from more trad4nal learning, it deprives tl3e notion-of
distinctiveness by merging. itggith perception, representation and memory. (act, Bandura
posits four modeling effects: (1) 'inhibitory effects, produt-ed when the model's behavior
is obsIrved to lead to punishing consequences; (2) vdisirihibitory effects, prodAed when
models are observed to engilig4 in threateiiingOTTiTohibited aCtiviti,es*withoutiadverse
consequences; (3) response facilitation effects, produced when oth4rs are'observed to

,
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- engage in the
,
perforMante of pre - exiting responses of 'a general type; and (4) observa-

tiona learning effects.. Observational learning is thought to entail the organization of
._ &alibi:sle response components into,:new forms of patterned behavior. Bandura si esses that

. most pew complex responses, are composed of common behavioral elements, card ihui, such
'recombination qualifies as new respons,e acquisition. The capacitz for observailonal

. learning is presumably inherent. to man arid any:change in imitation of models,withsage .

would have to be accounted forby means Of other p*rocesses (attentional, retentipnat,,
) etc ) entering into the imitation situation'. .. , .

`,,,,,,!, .
0

, . ,..
.. , .. .

.

few stUdies lave examined children's age as,d variable in observational learning
,i,-;$ ..., J

(Hartup andCoate, 1970).. Most studies have used preschool children as subjects and:,

treated them as a single age group. A few have sought age differences, but found none
(e.g. hetherington, 1965). Ho,vevir, age as an indiCator of-level of development has been.
much moire salient for Investigators, concerned With the match between the cognitive demands
of the activity modeled and.the_cognitive .capacity of the observer. .

ft .

In conaisiOrt, the empirical studies on imitation demonsfrate4Eit models influence
the subsequent actions of obierVers'in a variety of situations; due to the theoretical .

framework' within whiCh these.studies have been cOndi.rcted, they do not address a ntimber,I ,

of parametprs of the imitation situation. First, since the model's actions are conceptdalized
in terms of "responses ", the frequency f-all or individual target respohses of the model
shown by the observer is recorded, but no attempt is made to examine the sequencing,
regularity, repetition, etc. of those responses. In short, iris not considered that the o.)sver

,

may see,in- the model's behavior an jntegrated action rather thah a series of isolated
responses. The imitation of non.=targeNtponses is also ignored. SecOnd., 'since ability to
imitate is assumed to be inherently present (Bandura) or firmly established .by preschool age
for normal children, differences in imitation with development have not been systematically
studied. Third, the process of attaining a matchln overt behavior has not been empirically
investigated.

'Cognitive Match Investigators.incl-ined to emphasize cognitive and.structura
factors in development have notybeen much concerned with the phenomenon of imitation.
They have mostly used modeling as a techniqut to demonstrate the limited import rather
than the pervasiveness of observation effects, Storting with Piaget (1951), who recognized
in imitative phenomena the accommodatory pole of adaptation, they have emphasized the
cognitive structures,of.the obierver"(rpther than the objective features of the model) as
primary in determining the impact of the observation , In* his, works, Piaget *hos remarked
ih iekteral places that demonstrating a solution does not lead to its adoption by the child _

until the child IS .4;1112 to generate the solution himself through the development of his
own reasoning. This stance has been mos4rectly exarAined by investigators attempting

..-to shift the level of children's functioning.

. ina study of the development of moral thinking in children, Turiel (1969) reasoned
t&rt if progress involved a restructuring in the level of thinking, -exposure to reasoning at
one stage abov,e that of fhe child's should have greater, impact thon.exposure to reasoning
onestage below or several stages above.- Turiel's findings generally confirmed, his ex-
Pectotions, more strongly for situations which were used in the Adeling than for new
situations. A similar design was followed byKuhrt--(197. She pretested 'children on a .

'classification task and then had them observe an adult perform the claAsification 'task at a

'
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level one stage below, one stage above, or two stages above that of the child. The
effect of observation win assessed immediately and af a later pott-rest. The results were
hat completely clear-cut, but more perviasive change was induCed by models demonstrating
o more advanced classification performance thansthe child's, supOorting the hypothesisor
hierarchical development. Taken together, these studies lend support to the attribution*
of a significant rote to the obterver's,cognitive level in determining the lmpact,of a
particular demonstration. Imitation research from a cognitive perspective has been
reviewed by Kuhn11973). . . I

.
. e.)

. ,

in contrast to these findings stand reports of apparent success in changing the level
...

of performance' if' cognitive tasks by Means of modeling from investigators who do ,rfot share .

the developmental perspective, For example, Bandura and McDonald (1963) have claimed
to have shifted the level of moral thinking to mere advanced or less advanced when compared
to the pre-test depending on the level modeled. Similarly, Sullivan (1969) has.induced
conservingfrelponses in children by'exposure to conservA models. Methodological diffi-
culties prohibit an unequivocal interpretation of the changed responding of the subjects iv,.
both these studies, ,but further exploration of Ihe conditions under which modeling may log'
en effective training technique seems to be desirable,

)

A study that clearly demonstrates the importance of the cognitive requirements of
a task for imitation was reported by Wapner and Cirillo.(1968). their subjects, ranging.

' In age from 8 to 184 ere required to imitate the hand movements,of a model. These .

movements,covid be carded out with" either the left or the right hand fo either the right
or the left side of the body. The results indicated tli'at understanding of left-right relations
was necessary for correct imitation, which consequently increased with age.? but was not
required for inexact imitation, which was found not to be age telated,;his,AtUcly. also
points out the importance of looking separately, at different aspects oitie Model's behavior,

....
I

. .
In conclusion, it appears that several-problems-perit further'exploration, First, the

relationship betv'veen the coaltive capacities of the ol3serv..ir and Ihe cognitive require-
. .

merits of the modeled task Aral .z) be.more systematically studied. The'experiMental tasks'
may have to be less purbly cognitive in order to permit the child to construct and reproduces
the modeled activity intlifferent modes, hot only in different degrees df similarity to the
model. Second, it.mar not be reasonable to assume thaa single modeling epiSOde would

-reveal.the full iMpact that observationof the. a4tivities of others can have. Unless
1

representations are literally 'taken to be "templates" , observatiOn and perfOrmance may
have to alternate several times before the impact of the observations is, revealed.

I
a_ . .

Sequential
.,

al Oiganizat.ion ofACtions., The - problem of the' sequential organization
of behavior is addressed most clearly in stRies of serial venial learning and ofmotor
skill acquisition. The. literature in both these,areas is enormous, particula-ly,if not
limited to studies using,,children as subjects; *Only ,a few'.illustrative papers will be
mentioned in Order, to highlight some issues pertinent to the present research.

: ,

l

. ,

Hig y competent motor performances as well as The p-oductive use Of language
make it clear that associative or chaining theoLies cannot aCcountfor the. organization
and 'flexibility..chf such behavior. Lash.ley's (1951) classical paper emphasited that the
essence of Il'the probl:m of serial order in behavior "; revolves around the implication of . .

I.\ ii. /
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a generalized paltern or scheerid of action, which determines the se qUence of specific
acts, act's' which in themselves seem to have no.teMpsral valence, Psychology has
periodically returnech.to this Problem.

.

One thread of sch evident in many studies pertain; fo the relationship betWeen
component units anti the sequential task as a whole. investigators appear to be {Divided on
whether the camponent'units are perfected within the overall schema of the task or whether
they are first perfected as individual units and, then become available for inclusion in a
generalized action sche.mc. Bruner and his associates (1968a, 196813,:1970) have studied
the development of skilled actions suchas voluntary sucking, reaching, and rasping,.
coordinated use of both hands, ,and detour rea:hing in young infants. He has,s,oneeptual-
tied skill development as a series of quolitotive..steps; with cansolidation at cane ste
perinitting d new prograrn of to be .adapted, whithinturn has to le. conso ated..
"The beginning of skillis diff se.ly organizednowkwardness guid9d by a small' umber of
ctirectional specifIcatiOns" (1968a, p. 253). Bruner calls the-process of-c solidation
" modularization", since he /thinks that only modularized actions can ,b- ome Incorporated
into new, more inclusive, arid more Complex serial patterns. Prior to odulciriziition, an
act takes up all the attentlodavailable4 hindering aiming at a rnoT distant goal. ,Once
attention is freed, a new progrdkof action may emerge in one of Three ways: .(1) by
repetition, so that the modularized act becomes a sub-routine in an extended repetitive
sequence; (2) by integration, so that a more remote goal hikes controlof the modultrized
act; or (3)* by elaboration, involving a breaking-up into more restricted tomPonenfsiond
then a regrouping of therm'. nto a 'modified pattern. Bruner suggests that the components
are alwaysperfected within amore general pattern of actin-, and implies that they are

* hierarchically arranged with substitution rules and funotodoliy eqJivolent variations within
the general goal-directed framewOrk to assure flexibility and.generativIty,

'On the other hand, investigators coming to the problem from more tradl-
Ilona! theoretical perspectives.(e.g., Kay; '1970) hove emphasized the jarning of
probabilities,between Compoents of a sequential action. Once the information load
Is reduced as a`resulttf increased predictability, fluency and efficiency characteristic
of skilled performance becomes possible. There s not a great deal of empirical evidence.,
o'n'this issue, Vince most studies have not mo414tored children's performances in enough
detail to parmit analysis of the execution of suS-routines within a sequential act. *The .

most frequent measures used have included latency; total 'time of execution, and error
scores. All these measures decline: with rcictice , and time of,execution seem; to
decline with age (Connolly, TO), bUt the lack of information for a variety of tasks

prohibits firm conclusions.

The notion oF.1'schema", "plan", "program"`tr "imOge",.hpwever named,-

is central to all non-Chaining views of sequential performance to-point to the atemporal
qualityOf the directediess-generating.zpechanism. ri 'has to be seen as the source of the
qualitative differences In the general approaches adopted in the course of skill acauiiition
or With development. Some studies suggest that verbal syMbols may be intimbtely ; .

Involved in this function; however, the evidence on the importance af visual feedback .

for varlops' motor p.rformances implies that response images may als6 1oe Involved.

(."-
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Furthermore, the similarity of.thi; problem to the problem of the "templ8te"
In i Ration; and particularly delayed frnitotiOn must be pointed out; "In so far as imitation

uaht to lead to qcquisition of new patterns of actio. rather than to singleresponses,
fo motion of a prograin for action through aliservation must be thought possible, This
1 lies that an observer must' be able to abstract from the actions oE armther the plan

'guiding those actions a; well as to use it to guide his own actions during reproduction.
One study in the sphere of verbal behavior (Rosenthal,IZimmerman and Durning, 100)

'has specifically compared the effect of a model's Oiample.ort question-asking by children
in terms of Hip-amount of exoctmimicry versus imitation of.question type, While a strong
model effect was found, there was Ittle exact mimicry, suggesting acquisition of a general

4

A great.dpal Of recent work iri skill acquisition tends to view the individual as an
Inforrnati&t-processar", a self-regulatin6 servo-mechanism.. The task to be mastered is
thought to present inputswhl'e need to be,perceived, proces;ed, and converted into
output actions, which then become part of the informotiOn inpU4 to be pkicessed. Efficiency
in performing a tosk Is thought to'cleperid on the inforniation load of the "task for the individual.
An intimate tie between. attentiontnd information processing is frequently implied, so that
the freeing of atteriti&; from asub-routine may be token as a measure of increased certainty
In the task. Sirtbe older children are assumed td be able to process more informotion per
unit time, their perkiftriptie is,expected to be more efficient when the tasks are of sufficient
cornple3city, Similarly, witt;practice, as sub-components of a task become routinized and
their sequential probabititi,ds 'become known, redi;Cing undertainty, the efficiency of per-
formance increases. While empirical results support these`gctations (Connolly,"1970),
the InforThation-processing approach does-not provide d s ing interpretation of the
sequential organization of octiant ifi general. The qualitative Changes takingploce tend
,to.be obscured by-essentially quantitative evaluations of performance.

In summary, the literature on skill acquisition points to several iinpartant topics
for _any consideration of sequentially-organized,actions. It seems,that a generotized
program proOdekorganizotion and directionality. for sequential actions at any stogeof their
perfection-t .Vie gOneralized`progra!neare likely to depend on the cognitive level of the
individual,vertheless,.the actual rmplementation'of a werolized-program Ift oction
Mgy be-necessary, for the ocquisition opsorrie types of knowledge, suggesting that moni-

a toting of a Series of dctualizations of -a generalized program by an individual may providp
valuable information regarding its lirnits. Theability of an individual to make use of an
external model in shilping or perfecting the gerieralized progro-n for action needs further
exploration.

_ .
. Rihst'circh' Perspective. The present investigation aimed to gain understanding

'' of how chlldten varying in age (ond in level of cOgnitive'd.evelopment) construe a sequential
action modeled by an' adult as ,shown through their -reprodintiOn of thot action 4n several
sericrkfttempts. In general teems, the considerations of importance for this. investigation
were as follows: -

..)
t

, -
--

0 1. The modeling of an integrated,complex activity. Thepresentationto? the child...,._,.._
: of an activity Thc7i- Cot.TcH3.9. construed in a number of different ways cad reproduced

at several different lev'els was considered iniportantto. gain art understanding of
the Interplay between the childrs,cognitive capacity rind the effect of obsery.a-

s Hon ..''' ' , . a
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. ,2. The modeling of sequentiolltargarifzed activity. Tlie Modeling of
activity consisting of delineated units and groupings of units was thought
important to permit evaluation of the organization 9f the activity in the child's
4rePrbduction. The aim was to gain understanding of the "generalized progra-rs"
for action that children of differenf ages adogt .aFter an observation of o complex

A A
.iactvity.

,.. 4
a

. ,

. ... 43. The.use of activities having o strong cognitive component. In'oAler to.
exonrirTeg

ianges

in reproduction due to changqi in She construed of the model's
activity and those due to possible changes in sdme general tendency to imitate
others, it was thought important to work with-tasks requiring cognitive effort on ,,

ithe port defile children studied. .

4. The use of'children yorying in age. The use of age groups which Would be
gkpected to span o -najor qualitoliTe7iftin cognitive functItskning (e.g: frOm
pre-ciperctional ,to Concrete operational thinking)wos considered important in
order to insure varying construals of the model's activity,.

5. The elicitation afrepeated ofteMpts to reproduce the modeled activity. .

It was thought that reproductions may change over a series of attempts due to
choriges'that the. organization of the activity may undergo with rppetition and
also due to the feedback gained' from-the repeated observation of the model aid
of the product of the. activity even without extrinsic reinforcement. It was con-

,

on-

, sidered important to use tasks 'that ore suitabletcr repented performance.

V

Withiftlthis general framework, o series of specific experimental Studies was
carried out. Each study will be described separately, since different methods and procedures

were employed for different studies. A concluding statement follows the presentation of the
empirical work.

.'Study I
The Effects of Modeling on Design Construction4by Children'

Numerous studies hove demonstrated that children's behavior in o situation con

. be influenced by the observation -of o model performing in o similar situation. In recent
years, the tendency has been to discuss the modeling effect in terms of te Information that
the Kodel's actions provide for the observer rather than in terms of associative mechanians
br of motivational prodesses. In keeping with this theoretical trend, reseo-ch has focused
on bpbovior in rule-governed situations and has contrasted the effeiiveness of modeling
with other techniques for canveyirig information to the subject (e.g. by direct verbal
,instruction). A revie.w.of the literature showed,, however, that a number of variables
pertinent to interpreting modeling effects in cognitive terms hove bee.m insufficiently
addressed in previous researh. The goal of this study - was to eicomine the effect of o

number of such variables on cechildren's performan in oxon-verbal, rule-botind-task in
order to determine those variables war. by of more intensive investigation. A seconilaty
gool.orthis study was to ascertain the suitability of the design construction Jask for the ,

purpose of thii research.

4114.
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if the model's-behavior is viewed os a'source of information for the obsertver, the

abtetver's ability to.rse this information becomes of centrol importance. thangesan.cognitive
ability that rake place with development might be expected to become monifesfathe

. 4suycess- with which children utilize the information provided by a model. eAlthough ge can
serve only os a crude index of,.cognitiv2. level, studies of modeling effects on children vorying

' in a e (and preibmciblg in cognitive level) have been relatively rare. Harfucc and Coates
(197 reviewingresearc.h.on imitation by children, pointed out th,e scbrcity of inIarrnation
on' a e ffere.nces In the effects of observing_a :node!. In their .review of studies on
obse vat oval learning of ruje-cgoverned behavior by children, Zimmerman and Rosenthol
11974) did-not every consider age differerices., -

, 0
In on early study, Coates and flortup 1969) derr;onstratect that 7-8 year old.ichildren

--_, were significantly better able to reproduce a series of specific actions dernonstratedlz:ya.mocfel
*than 4-5 year old children. This age differenCe wos not significant when the childien were. .N,r
instructed how to descAbe the model's actions during the demonstration. M:is, the.-
difference

gekt..,

to facilitate memory-rather than any differenCe in ability to utilize the information p vided

..-..difference piesuriably reflected a differenCe in the spontaneous use of verbal.coding sfrolegies

by the model. Ina more pertinent study, Denney (1972` found that different question-
asking strategies modeled for 6, 8, and 1c) year old boys affected the three age groups

. differently. The most complex -strategy did not affect the behavior of the youngest group
. and the least complex strategy :influenced only the middle bge group, whogave up to some

extent their more complex spontaneous strategy for .c less complex one uporrexposure to the
'.- model. These rewits point to o possible interaction between cognitive obility to utillie the

method demooltrafed by the model and factors of social compliance: Similarly;Cliver and
-Hoppe (1974) foL,nd tharkindergarten children were not influenced by observation of a ... ,
model's unreinforced behavior so os to deduce that the alternative would 4e reinforced;
second grade children werd so influenced. However, the second grade children also seemed
to be sensitive to the social aspects of the situotion, since they chose the reinforced

z
alternative sianificcptly more often only when the tinreinfpreed model was absent from tile
room. Interpretation of the.-findings from thisztudy is complicated, by the fact that four 1h -
grade cl4ldren were found to be little influenced by observation' of the unreinforced -model,
although cognitively theyli-lould hove been able to deduce that the alternative response
was correct. ,

6.

1

Attempts,to test'15iaget's stage model of cognitiv dgetopmen have come closest
to examining the role of cognitive level in responsiveness to a given model. Studies by
Turiel (1969)`ond Kuhn ( 1972; suggest that children exposed to reasoning one stage above
their own seem to be most affected by the experience. Recently, Murray (1974) examined
the effects ormodeiing on children's responses to a conservation problem, He'concluded
that modeling was effective when it was ;n developmentally sensible direction and only for
children who were cognitively-open to grasp the undeotarrding'modeled (i.e., in tronsi-
Hon fOr the concept). Thu's, the avoilable.studies suggest that the; observer's cognitive
level Fs'a factor in:determining the effect that observation of a specific model will have,
but, additionally, that factors pertain, the experimental situation.also play a role.in
determining the child's behovior.

were
the present study, children from kindergarten,, second, fourth, and sixth

grades were studied. Pilot testing indicated that 13,reichobl children would not perform
in a,task having the desired characteristics; consequently, kindergarten children '

1
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constituf0 the youngest group included. It was assumed that the age groups chosen

representsld different levels of cognitive ability. It was hoped that the study of four age
gri5ups an,the same task would contribute to the understanding of developmental trends in

. .
modeling effects.

A second important. facet of this study was the-behavior to be modeled: If the
observer is viewed-as an active organizer of his activity, actively processing the information
contained in the model's actions and actively constructing_ftis awri handling of the same
task, then the modeling must involve rule-governed, sequentially-reloted; and goal-
directed behavior. There have been relatively few studies in which such modeling was *
used.

0

Most of the earlier studies selected far modeling several discrete acts which could
bef inserted within some ongoing activity. In trying to ensure that the acts"modeled would be
navel and, thus, unlikely td be seen in the spontaneous behavior of children, the, studies
'usually centered an acts arbitrarily related to fhe main activity. Far example, Bandura
and Huston 19611 modeled marching, doll-hitting and verbalizing in the course of setectkg
the box which contained a reward. At most, the tnodeled behaviors may be seen as em-
bellishments of the action at choosing the appropriate altemar(ve: .In studies of this kind,
the personal characteristics of the model and the nature Of the relationship between the,
rrxidel cad the observer hove been found to be important determiners of the modeling:et

Man.y of even the more recent studies concerned with observational learning of
concepts pr rules have selected fairly arbitrary concepts for modeli-ng. For example,
Zimmerman and Rosenthal (1972, and Rosenthal and.Zirnmermon.(1973) studied the effect

modeling an acquiring a rule that an arrow's calor in a displayis to be matched by the..
-,calor of the spools selected and that a position of the raw designotes the number of spoofs

to be picked. Although the task does involve the learning of a rule, the rule itself is .

quite arbitrary,. Similarly, Rosenthal, Alford, and Rasp (1972) studied the behayiafrof
children in a clustering task, where the rule demonstrated by the model was tolfake an-
object from each abject class sa that na two objects would be of the some color, While
following of this rule grouped all the objects effectively, many other rules might be
devised to s ibly partition a set of multi- colored objects Somewhat inherently less
arbitrary rules*that have been modeled include classifying .bjects on the basis of a non-
preferred dimension (Kobasigawc, 19701 ar 'pointing to the dentical br different picture
in a matching:go-sample task .Z.inanzeirman aid Rosenthal, 1974).. The previous studies that,
come most closely To*modelina a non-arbitrary .approach to a task all involve the 20-
questions game (Denney, 1972; Denney,. Denney, and Ziabrowski, 1973; Denney and
Connors,1974; Laughlin, Mass and Miller, 1969) . Strategies for playing this game vary,
witk,age and they con be ordered on the basis their. effecii4eness; thus, children can
be exposed to a strategy they da not use spontaneously, but whiCh is inherently preferable
If brie is to wrn the game.. In these st ies, however, the stra4egy is evident in the verbal
behaviar,of the model and the,distinc ion between modeling and verbal instruction becomes

.harder tdraw., Consequently, a na -verbal task was chosen for the present study.

Third, because the rules ar concepts to be acquired through observation were
frequently arbWarily related to the task at.hand in previous research, the subjects inkthase
itudies'hacttp be specifically instructed to follow the model's behavior. For example,

,.
9
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Zimmerman and Rosenthal °C1741 instructed their subjects in'the matching-to-sample tosk:
"Point to the same thing she points.to,.ana soy,what she says." 'Or, Zimmer Man (1974)

loldhis subjects in a stimulus 9ro4i419 task to' -flay the dame just like the lady did."
With such explicil instructions to i5i.fate the behavior of the model, it is difficult to
separate the social influence-eFfeCrof-tlie situation from the,observationalleqmIng effects.
It is possible to'argue that observers adopt the model's strategy in order to meet the request
of theex rimenttf.ln a situation'where 'the model's' behavtor is. rather arbitrory, the c /,
effectiv ess of observation might bedeiejmined by the personal charocteristi4of the
model and the relationship of the observer9to the experimenter .just as it woskund to be in .

the earlier studies of imitotion of novel, dfiCrete'behavfors. Testing for generalization
of the madding effects as well as fOr retention of the rules learned hos been included in
mazy studies so as fo demonstrateat,observlational learning has taken place.. However,
to the extent that the generalization, tasks a,relvite similar to the troining tasks and da not
contain an inherently correct solution, generallzotion due to social compliance cannot be ',

.. ruled out Consequently, it was judged iro- portant. for the present Judy to select a tasl
that could be solved in a number of different ways. The"model, then, might demonstrate
an inherently effective way for carryingtout the task, but the observers would-have
aiVaitab)e alternative ways for horidling it.i,

When a sufficiently complex tosk is used,, b diiTtnction can also be made 'betwJen
the process of corryingout the task and the product or outcome.° For example, different
strategies can be used in the 20-questions game, and'any of them may some . lead to
a correct identificotion; the achievement of correct identificotion does not uniquely
indicate the vse of a porticular strotegy.: Most studies in The literature have relied on the
associotion of theuse of the modeled strategy, rule, or concept and a particular tosk
solution to inferthe use of the former from the latter, Scoring hos been largely in terms
of the product of the activly rattier than the process of going oboet it. In the RIesent
study., it was decided to record the approach to the task used by the children in order to'
have measures of theiaroces,s of carrying out the task as well os of the task outcome. A
number of spe'cific aspects of the process of carrying out the task were considered important
'to cissesi-in order to capture the seq:Jentigl, orgonized nature of goal - directed 0;11,714/

- 1,
*1 ** . ( ,*

, Previous research hos Wait- examined systemoticolly any differences between
modeling that is inherently task-related and modeling thot is incidental to,the main task.

.. Studies focusing on modeling.of novel,'distinct ocfs have generally used preschool children
and havel3reserited these acts within no specific tosk, i.e., a play context,ofasinci- '
dental to o task. On the other hare, studies focusing on modifing of o concept or a rule'
have used a task requiring the concept or rule to accomplish ir,successfullY. One exception
Is Zit study by May (1965)'; who compared'imitation.Of relevant and irrelevont aspects of
the model's behavior ih o two=choice discrimination problem. A difference between these
hva aspects was obtained in thot both 3 and 5 year old children imitated the model's choice
in the discr4nination problem equally, but the 5 yea- olds imitated the model's Irrelevant
behaviors mote than the younger children.. 'A'similar study has not been conducted with a
wider age-range. It is possible that the Older children ossumed an implicit instruction to
imitate the riiodel in all respects, sinc it hos been reported (Kuhn, 1973) that older pre-
school children tend to interpret an ambiguous instruction as an instruction to imitate the
model. It ii conCeivoble that of later ages, children would interpret the situotion more
flexibly and ,imitate irrelevant aspects of the model's behavior less often. Consequently,

,e4
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, )in the present study, the 'model demonstrated both a strategy for carfyirigaut the task

as well as several task-irrelevant behaviars. *. , .4.,

Finally, itwas thought worthwhile to examine the effects of modeling aver..
several repetitions, since a single exposure to a Complex,strategy may be insufficient
for a child to process the information available. Although 144might have been desirable * .

to ,use a greater, k.amber of repetitions, clue to time constraints, three repetitions of the
task performance were used in the present study. /

In short, the'present-,study focus ed thean modeling of a complex activity, An-
- verbal in the making of a linear design from geometric farms. The task required i

sequenfial_6rganization a acpans for its execution, yet it was one that could be executed
in severordifferent ways and lead to. the some end - product. It was a task within the
ampetence of the'youngest subjects to carry aut in some fashion; the model demonstrated
dreasonable altemativeVay for carrying opt the fas,k. 'While a general strategy gUided:
the model's actions, it could not be readily f6rmulated ihto a simple verbal rule. Thus,
In this case, demonstration might be considered the normal means far conveying the
informatian.ebbedded In the model's actions, Ti addition, several discrete acts incl-
dental to the'making of the desin were also modeled in order to allow a direct comparison
of the effectiveness of mCdeling.fOr these two types of behaviors,- The effect of them le I .....

on the chilcf was assessed. in terms of the modificatidnef the Child's waycof carrying out
. ' the taskas-a result of abserving,the model's way of going about it. The model's way of _

'tarrying out the task was nat characterizeg as,"good" or "carrect4"andthe subjects
were not specifically told to act litce the model. , ..:,,. . . .,. .

Method

Sub'ects. A tbfal of 96 children participated in this study. They were obtained
from-two public elementary schools. located in lower-middle class neighbourhoads in

.

. i

Worcester, Mass. Twenty-four children, equally divided by sex were tested from .

kindergarten, second, purthi and sixth grades. The children within each grade were
rohdamly assigned to one orthree expprimental conditions. -

. * +a.,... .---
. /.

Materials The'llnear design to be constructed by the model 'andbythe'subjectt
was made up of37 geometric pieces. The-pieces were cut out from 1/4 in. thick mason-
Ite in the following forms! square, eircletriangle, ellipse, cliamond,and rectangle.
The individual pieces generally fit within a 1 1/2 in. square, except that some

.

rectangles were both narrower and taller. The pieces were painted in several different
calai:i. The completed design is portrayed in Figure 1' It was considered to be composed
af.eight units', as indicated in the diagram.

ts .

A.wooden box (30 in. long, 1-2in. wide, and 2 1/2 in. deep) with 24 crom-
artinents arranged within tFiree rowswas used for keeping the pieces far making the

de nt identical pieces were grouped into separate campartments in order to minimize
the g ablem bf finding the desired piece. This supply box contained duplicates of all the
pieces used in the design and some,pieces in colors other than the ones needed ,far the design'?"

is
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Figure I. Schematic representct on of the sample design and the sequence used by. the model in making the design
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A listing of all the pieces provided and their locations in the box is giVen In Appendix

. -Table Af.'1. a '''' ,
. .
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This box was located A o separate table from the one on which the
design was 13914. Ink%sil ition to this'su4ly box, four smaller wooden boxes were

-Atockel:1 on the corner of this toble. These smaller boxes meosured 11 in. by #13 hi.
and had three. unequal-sized compartments. .They were avoilable for transporting
selected.pieces froM the supply box to the work table.

ir ,

__--

,

,.

. -.. ... Wooden boards meosuring 5 in. lay 60 in. and covered with metal. on theme
SP

top surface were used-os the bate for building the design. The geometric pieces hod
small; circular magnets glued into their backs and, therefore, adhered to the metal.

.
When spaced obout1/2 in. apart, fhe pieces used in the design'filled ,the board from
end to end. - ,

0 V

....
0

'. !';'.
4 . .

.., . , , ..

Procedure.. Ecch child was tested individually in a spore toomin the
child's sChool.,,An adult female introduced the children to the task-and served ti-s model-

. for those in the modeling conditions. A second male experimenter' was ptesen-t and video-
taped the essions"for loter analysis. .

The experimental room contained a large table on whigh the designs were
i

abuilt.- At right angle to this table and .9:bout 4 ft.. away, there was a snfallet table con-
taining-thei supply box and the containers, A choir was placed between the. two tables, -

, permitting a good view ,of the'attivity at both; - the child was asked to sit\in this chair
dUring'modeling and the model used it w,hile 'the child was construckg the.desipr.
DOring eodh,trial, the boord containing the sample design was hung opposite the supply

- table, requiring a deft-I.-lite turn in order to 'view it from either table. .Alie'Nlay out of
,- the,experimental'room'is depicted in Figiure 2. .

. " ..
. . .t

1

Three different experimentol conditions were used. In the No Model- (Nfri)';
. condition, the child was shown the ready-made sample design and asiced`to proceed to moke

,
an Identical design on the tabler Hence, this condition may be, viewed as a control
group fcyr 6deling and Os 6 group winch received informoticiii.about the task only through

,exposure t the desired end-product. No instruction's-as to how to proceed were glven..
'MIn the O el-and-Design (MD) condition, Hie children were o'sked to first watch tike model

make the d sign and told that they would .have a turn afterwa ds. -The model dem' orritrated ! .

the mcifcing of the design beforp eoch trial giveri to the child. In this condition, the
children m y- be coniidered.tohaye had two sources of irfor ation.aboGt the task, obser-
vation orth ,model's octions in making the design and the desired end-product which was 4
also available while the child-built hi design.- Children in the third conditon, the . ,-1

I Model-No resign group (ND) were treated identically -to the'children in the Model-and-
Design cond tiOn, excepf that once they licid inspected the completeedesign for obout 15
seconds, the ample design was removed rind they hoc:Ito proceed from memor_y_., Thus,.
althbugh perf rmance of the ND groUp would be expect& to):)e highly influenced13y memory'
factors; this' ourimay be. view d as having to-deriye informotian oboutlie ta4k,,mainly ,.

ot Nfrom observati n of }he activity f the model during design construction ..,,
.

., . :_-,.. ! -
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The strategy dema;istrated by the Model had sev3ral distinct characteristics:
(1) The rhodel.showed planftilness: she used one of the containers- to gather the necessary
pieces for the making of -design; she picked iTitlie pieces by types"(yellow squares, , 3

triangles, brown sticks) and placed them into 'Separate piles in. the container; she carried
these supplies to.the work tabli and surveyed the work board as if to plan the lay-out of
the pieces. (2) The model treated the design ;rade' up of sub - units: she removed pieces
from the container in units, deposited'them on e board in units, and made definite
pauses after_ laying down each,uni; once the design was completed, however, all the
pieces on the bOard were equidistantly each other. (3). The model treated the design
as an organized whole: she started iskratice the-design with the untat the center and.
switched from wortin*g on one side or:tfiiiiesign tO,the other several times. The sequeri4
of actions. in building the design used i3rjhe modef 'it-described in Appendix Table A: 2.1

The model also exhibited ten distinct,Ighaviors while_ working at the two tables such as

bloWing on a piece, rubbing two piece together, depositing.the container:, back on the..r
'Supply table,of.t.r completing the design, verbalizind'about the pieces, and co on .

Upon entering the experimental, room, edch child was told explicitly that the task,
was to make a design identical to the sample design whickwas already built from the pieces
located in the supply box. Children In the MD and ND conditions were shown to the chair 'and
asked to observe- the model make the design 'before taking their turn. Children in.the
condition were asked to go ahead and do it. Al children were,informed that they would make
the design three times. Children in the ND condition were,also informed that the sample
design would be removed prior tb their turn at balding the design. No reinforcements were
given to the model or to the .chiicifen In any of the conditions. After the e

children Were questioned about their strategy in building the design and about what they saw
as1its in the desigpi. These responses were video-taped as well: f

' " I .

The children's performance was `ass ct in tern* or several dimensions:711)
accuracy of the completed designs (2) of 'cy fn-making the design; i.e., time to
complete the design; and (3) evidence for the influence of observing the models! terms
of (al direct imitation 6'ncl (b) differences in strategy of going about the making cif the
design, compared to the'NM grOup.

Results

The specific Measures that Were coded and their reliability is reported n
Table 1. Reliability was determined by having'tWo judges independently code,/ he
videcrtapes of 24 subjects (six from each condition). it was found that the measures could
be coded fairly reliably.

Since preliminary. analyses indicatediVat the child's sex was ndt a significant
factor In performance, all the results are presented for boys and .girls combined'. FOr
mosr5gasures, analyses of variance with age, condition, and trials as facto4 were
ieun and then followed up by rest-hoc comparisonrof meant or trend analyses.

.470

." Grade and trial ,effects' were obtained on most measures., indicating oeater
facility:in performing the task with age ant:1.MA repetition. There were alr44Ost. no grade
iy. trial interactions. The effect of trials will be discussed only when it modifies the effect

;-
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Table 1
Reliability of Measures,Coded from the Video-Tapes

Given as correlotions Between iiio Coders orlercentages of Agreement

ti
s

Measures
. _____

--Conditions
.

':

.

.

71%*
.99' 7 b

.99 -.

76%
- -,:-,.

-
'97

.. ..

-
-

Overall

4.111.

NM,

Numb& of Errors , 71%
Number of Self,fiiirrections.' 71°4
Total Time 39..;

Orgqnlzation:

Number of Steps ,. .93
Number of- Chunks '- 93%0
Between-Unit Pauses v .....rs ,89
Within-Unit Pauses v.99

. : Returns to Supply Table 39
. Checking of 'Sample Design:-

C,hlaki at Supply Table- .36
Checks at Work Table 34
Between:4)n it:Checks -, =71

..zle Within -Unit Check's : (- .90

MD-- -No
92%
83%

, .99 ,

, ,99
91%

- .80 /
, .97 f

.99 ,

- .97.
.97.
.97' .

.86

81%
75%

,

, ,97
_:_,......11a.°10..._.

.87
' , .91

.99

t :97

... _ .97
'37
.87

61111010MS: tts

.,. Co-niainer Use
.,. 100% 'i. .88% 100%' 96%

Type of Progreision 100% 83% ' 71% 85%
,

Pladement Forward 88% 67% 58% \ 714%
Crossing Center, 100% -''. 67% .. - 65%

In the ND condition, some measures could not be coded because only
fragments of the design were built. ,.

.

. .

.Accuracyofthe product. In terms of the number of pieces placed in their
correct poi,ItiOns, children Jn the two conditions where the sample design was available

Alio'them doringperformarice of the task (NM and MD) were clearly more proficient than
children in the ND candltibn. As can be seen in Table 2, from second grade oh, children
in the NM and MD conditions made very fe,w errors.. A 4 (grade) x 2 (conditions NM'and
MD) analysis of variance on the.totainumber of errors summed across trials indicated that
the gritdeeffect-f= 19.42, dES, 56, 1?<-:,01) as w911 as the grade by condition inter-
tctiah (F = 5.14, df 3, 56 ...01) was significant. The interaction is due to the greoter.

..number of ecrors.made by kincie-rgarten children in the NM condition '(DUncOn's test on
means; p<.01),pnd anon- significant increase in the number of-efrors for grade 6-childrp,n,
in the MD tonditiOn, indicating that the condition effecton- errors decreases with age.
The errors most frequently mode by children in the NM condition consisted ofomissiorc of
pleCes sub4titution of ptedes; it leerne'd that the NM-children had greater difficulty

5
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in keeping track of their place in'the.design, since the"Y adopted the strategy of piece-
by-piece copy of the sample design. The most - frequerit error made by-grade '6 children.
wits failure to use appropriate shaded pieces in unit 5, the large centrZil unit,(see
Figure 1), A trend'analysis indicated that there wawa significant decrea the number
of errors with grade only in the NM condition.

g114

ti

Table 2
Mean Number of Errors for all Three Trials

Condition Grade
.

K 2 -4 ,&

NM 22,7 '5.1 2.2 "::87

MD - 10:7 3.6 2.1 .5%5
. ,

Since errors could riot be determined accurately for the ND ,condition, Table 3
presents the number correct pieces placed in the design for at.' three condition's As
shown in fable 3, children in gractes &and, 6 placed.over 60% correct pie.ces even in the .
ND condition from .the second trial on. ThtAi it maybe coricl6ded that children in all
the conditions had,a.way.of performing the tdsk with fair success. \ '

Table 3

:Mean Number of Correct Pieces (out of 37)

Averaged Over Three idols

Conditio Grade
0., :

NM

MDr

ND

0

K 2 4 6
%.;

31;5 35.6 36.5 -36,7

34_,6 -36.2 . 36.4 36.0

16.4 '19,8 23,9.
Time to complete the design; The total time to perform the task can be used

as a very general of efficiency of the strategy odopted, Total tirheincluded the
tine at the supply:Jable os well as time actually constructing the design. It turned out
to be impossible *o sepqate out the time spent constructing the deli becaase many,
chticire.ti did not use the available containers to transport the needed pie es to the
work to and were constantly running bock and forth between the -tvia% t les, *The .results fot 4otai time are given' in Table 4.
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t- Table '4
Total tide in Minutes to Complete the Ilpsign

..
Trial

1

NM 2

3

. 1

, 2
, 3

.

4

4,-, ND' .

18.

. a.

C.
Grade

4'
, 6:2' 4

7.22 5.88 18.5.17 -4.28,
6.05' 5.25 '.. 4.15 3.67
604 5.12, 3.41 3.45

,
. 1.1 .62 9.1,4 , 5..59 4.86.

6 9.76 7:90 . 4.78 4.25
. 9,76 6.72 4.75 3.69.

5.39- 5,.28 5.07 3;13
6.56 4.7E1

6.96. 5.26 4.74 3.57-
,

'A 4 (grade)Lx 3(condition) x 3`(trial) analysis of variance indicated significant
s . i
overall effect's for gradel = 25.18, df 3, 84, p <11'101), conditicin(F = 14.16, df 2, .1:14, .

p < .01), and trials (F =' .47, df 2,. 168, p'" .01). The 'grade by conditioninteractiOn, l.
(F= 2:94i'df 6, 84, -p'< ;05)-tntiy be explained by 'the greater difference between conditions'
at kindergarten than at higher grades. Iii,gict,..,Kinciergartepers in the MD .condition,,'
took significantly longer to-complete workon-ithe design-than did, chlitirenlri the other

"two conditions (launcan's rest; p 41.05); 'A sfOlfic-iPt condition by trial interaction
(P-= 6:66,- df 4, 168,.p < .01) was apparentbi,dUe to a lack odecrease in time over
tritils in the ND condition. s' ''''''. . .....:., I,

This woddle expected, sive the relatively short-time taken by.children 'in the
NI) candition was due, In part,,to'inemciry limitations; over trials,'they tended to
-remember the design better. and, thus, have more piecei to place. IA short-, in terms

'-''.6f. this traditional 'measure of performance, modeling did not havea beneficial,effeCt,'...- .. . . ,
,part!cularly ot,younger ages. *

, .

.

.
- , -,/

. .
I -

Process O $f constructing the design. A different measure of the efficiency of. the
process of constructing the design was obtained by considering the nuMber of steps token..-.,.,
by the clii Wren' to' perform the task. A step was defined .as an' unbroken unit of action..
It was usually bOUnded-by'short pauses, sometimes a check to lthe sample design; or a
retUrilt to the supply table or the container foff'pleces; ir was conceived as the smallest
unit of action which could be an element. in a longer unit of organized activity. , ,
Codets could identify steps with veil) igh reliability,(.97), since 'they very often

. corresponded to the placing of a singl .tece. The results are presenteiLin Table 5,,,
/ .. --

,- :-A-4 (grade) x 3 (condition) x 3 (trial.) analysis of "variance indicated significant
grade (F=.12,17, df 3, 84, p < .01) and condition (F = 9.08, df 2,84, p < .01) effects,
-as'twell as a significant trial by coprilkin,interaction (F =. 6.69, df 4, 168, p < .01).
'The interaction is slue ip the fact 4161-While the'humber of steps decreased over trials'
lri the NM and MD conditions, they increased (linear trend significant) over trials 1...n
the NO -condition,

1r'



Table 5.
Mean Number of Steps-Averaged Acrdss Trials

Canditidli ' :Grade°°

K 2
--.........

6
'. 4 6

NM 21.2' 15.5 13.5- 16.1

27.6 24.8 17.1MD 16-f.-2--.:-
.

ND 20.2 18.2 12.9 ',10:3.

4.444444,

ti
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An aneiysis of variance on rust the 1\1,M and MD condition results yielded significant
main effects for grade, canctition and trials without any trial by condition interaction.
The significant condition effect suggests that at youngef ages, children exposed to
.modeling were less efficient thanthose in the NM condition, in keeping with the di-
rection of findings obtained in terms of the' total time measure.

The children were free to adopt any strategy in, constructing the design; Since
the sample design-could. be viewed during construction by turning to it, children were

-able to`adopt the strategy of copying the sample design. It was.possiblle to assess the
lumber of times children turned and checked the sample design as one indication of such
a strategy. The results for the.NM and MD conditionsore shown in Table 6.

Table -6
Mean Number of Checks Averaged, Across Trials

Condition Grade

K ,.2 4: '6

41.5 ..-.:39.6' 39;4 33.6.
63.7 51.0. 37..1 26.7

° NM '44rs

MD - -..
.. z

.,,4 A, 4 (grade) x 2 (conditions NM and MD) x 3 (trial) analysis of variOnce indicated
--, significant overall effects.for .grade (F.',:= 11:18, 'df 3, 56, p < .01), condition (F = 4.51,

df .1., 6, p < 45) and trials.(F= 61,59, df-2, 112, p < .01). A significant grade by
.

condition interaction (F,= .5.28,:df 3'/56,°p < -;01) appeared to be dusto the lack of
ct significant decreasein the mean number of checks with grade in-the NM condition.,
Children in the MD condition ,,chec.lsed. the sample design significantly more-often in

, kindergarten (Duncan's test .p< .05), but their number of checks declined signtfi-'
cantiy with grade. These findings suggest that with age children in the MD condition,,,
changed their behavior more than qlose in the NM condition." Very similar findings were
obtained'when checking Of the supply table was separated from checking qt the work

"-, .table and analyzed separotelya'
o

,,,,*g§

It was also possible to evaluatethe extent to which children construed the design
as organized fh the waj,that it was conceived togil'organized by the experimenters and:
as prise/tea during modeling. Pausing was defined as 'stopping the'streamof action for

, . ..-
..P, al . ' >

I. 5 ^ ,
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a brief or a longer period of time. When children paused, they sometimes also
checked the sample design, bUt not always. In order to use pausing as an index of
the way fhe design was being construed, pausing was divided ink( that occurring in
between units of the design (see Figure: 1) and that occurring within such ()pits. It was
thought thaf the more the design wos construed in the same manner as organized by the
model, tile' more of the sublect's 'aouses should occur between units of the design, and
the less within unitsof the design. \

A 4(grade) x 2 (condition) x 3 (triol) analysis of variance on pausing between
units for children in the NM and MD Conditions indicated significant grade (F,= 3.95,
df,3, p < .05) and trial (F, = 3.53, df 2, 112, p < .05)'effects. The NM children
paused slightly more beteen.Units" than the MD children in,grades K and 2, but the
condition effect was not significant. Thus, between unit pausing did not vary with
exposure. to modeling; but decreased %)i.th age and with trials.

Looking at N./I.-thin unit pausing, a 4 (grade) x 2 (condition NM and MD) x 3
A ((trial) analysis of variance indicated significant effects for grade (F = 0.77, df 3, 56,

p < 1) , condition (F = 10.76, df 1, 56, a.< .01), and trial (F = 23.09, df 2, 112,
p < .01). No interactions were significont. As shown in Table 7, within unit pausing.'
was higher for children in the NM condition at oil ages, although such pausing decreased
with age in both conditions., The ND condition was not included in the analyses, since
it was difficult to pick out Intended units at younger oges; however, to the extent that
the model's untts were'evident in thdir constructions, there was very little pausing
within such units.

Table 7
,Mean Totdi Within-Unit Pause Tithe Averoged Across Trials in Minutes

Condition Grade

K 2 4 6

NM . 7.83 1.91 1.45 1.44

MD 1.97 1.7] .1.02

. .
Since a *ndition effect wos not ottained for between-unit pattsing, the

differences in Within unit pousing thot were obtOinedlcannot be ottributed to longer
pausiiigin NM condition in )general. It appears tAaCciithough with age oil children
come to construe the design in terms of some units, observation of the model's actions

. helped the child to perceive the design cis composed of distinct units.

This contention is further supported by a direct examination of the units imposed
an the design by the chiildren Themselves. It was decided to define a segment of the
design built bythe child with c-single intentionality as a chunk, whether it corresponded
tothe model's unif or not". Chunks could include sevewl steps, but had to be carried
through with seemingly no disruptionof intention during thot interval j construction.
Chunks were identified by coders with good reliability 88% for all three conditions).

2v
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The rt4ulliare presented in Table 8.
e

Table 8,
Mean Number of Chunks Across Trials

Condition

K

Grade

62 4

NM ,19.71 15.21 13.65 14.12

MD . 20.62 19.21. 13.29 9.02

ND 8.00 11.50 8.58 '7.96

21.

A 4 (grade) x 3 (condition) x 3 ( trial),trial), analysis Of variance on the number of .
-

chunks evident during, construction indicated significant main effeCts for grade
. (F = 8.78, df 3, 84, p < .011, condition (F = 25.2Q, df, 2, 84, p Z .011 and trials
(F = 36.95, df 2, 168, p < .01). A significant grade by.conditiori interaction (F = 25.19,
df 2, 84, p <.01) appeared to reflect the lack Of a reduction In the`number of churiks
with age in the ND condition,. A significant condition by trial interaction (F = 15.62,
df, 4, 168, p <.01` appeared due to the fact that across trials, the number of chunks
Increased hythe ND condition, but decreased_in both the NM and MD conditions. Thus,

, irtkeeping with the findings reported for total time and number of steps, memory problems
appeared to be amoior factor in the performance of children in the ND condition, over- '4,
shadowing other effec)s,

Modeling Effects. Imitation of the set of ten 'discrete actions shown by the
model (see Table A:2) was used as a general. index of imitation. Since relatiyely fek
of these actions were shown by the children, they were added across all three trials.
A 4 (grade) x 3 (condition) analysis of variance indicated cisignificant condition effect
(F.= 24,87, df 2, 84, pc.< .01) and a significant grade effect (F = 2.7(, df 3, 84, p < .05). .

Table'9 shows that there was some decline in overall imitation with age in all conditions, be
the trend was not sign,ificant in the MDcondition. The condition effect was essentially clue
to chi ren in the NM condition; supplemerttaty analyses indicated_ that at all ages, MD
and N con itions did not differ significantly from each other, but did differ from the NM
condition. These results indicate that the behaviors cbosen'for modeling were not ones
that children engage in spontaneously while performing this-task.

Table 9
. Mean Number.af Imitations Summed over Three Trials

condition Grade
K 2 4 6

NM 3.62 2.00 1;87, 1.75

MD 7.75- 7.12 5.25 6.62
Nb .6..00 7.75 4.37 5.0
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The imitations-that did occur con betansidered task - related. The fiv actions
. that accounted for most of the imitations ore: (1) positioningof self at the sup ly table,

'12) .use of o -container to fronsport pieces Frani the,supply table, .(3).verbalizat about
the pieces, (4) positioning of Self of the work table, and or placement of pie*
forward on The work boar'd, For example, 15 of the 32 children in the MD conditton and
1,3 in the ND condition used a container to irafisport the pieces from the upplf

e-
toithe- 1

work table, but non o f the children in The NM condition did so. In add ion" thipse
children who used the container, picked up the pieces by type'and sorted em efikcji.yely
Within the container, particularly in the ND condition. Thus, it'con be canclud the"
the container was used as port of a planned approach tn. carrying out the,task rat 1- than

': simply in imitation of the model.
. ..

The model's influence on the overall strategy for constructing the design was
evident in other ways. The model 'started to make the design with the unit at the -

center; none of the children in the NM condition did so. Children in the MD con-
dition adopted the model's strategy in 37. 5% of the trials and chi en in the-ND'Con-
dition used.this strategy OR* 58:n of the trials. The different tween all-three ;* .
conditions was significant (p < .05, randomization test). A sim lor pattern of, results
obtained for the progresSion of actions in making the design. A most all of the children
in the NM condition ;used o linear progression, moving from one end of the work board
to the other. In contrast to the use of this linear strategy. in 96.8% of the trials by the' 7
NM:childrep, children in-the MD condition used it on 41.6%,of the trials and children.
inOtte ND condition used it on 9.4% of the trials. NO definite age effects were evident
On these measures. It is clear that' the model's appioach to the- task was not used spontaneously,
by the children in the NM condition, os well os that the children in the ND condition were
somewhat. more strong), influenced by the model's strategy than children in the MD condi-en.

Evidence that observation of the model may hcrve- fed the children to understand
the oncstization of the'design in a manner somewhat different from that achieved from
just looking at the finished product (the sample design).can be obtained by examining
In detaii.thekinds of pieces that were grouped by the Children into, chunks. In general,

_pieces that were next to each other in the design and which were identical were
grouped together most often Pieces that were proximal' and differed only in size were
-grouped together less frequently, followed by pieces that differed only in shape. It

r appears that color was a very salient dimension for argOnizi,ng the design, in that
pieces differing in color were very rarely groupedtogeher.

. , ...... .Table 10 , , ,
Average Percentage of Chunks with Distant Pieces Averaged Across Trials

,.. .

4

I

Condition. Grade;
K . -2' 4 6

NM 3.8 .37 ..86 .3.7
MD 15.3 15.3 12.1 14.3s

ND 1 022.. 16.1 30.8

3
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, Children in all three conditions chunked the" pieces on the basis of proximity
and iimilarity. However, the children, who observed the model making the design also
grouped into units identical pieces which were. not proximal to each other. It will be
recalled that the model demonstt'ate&such grouping in building Oft 1, 3, and 8 as well
as vitt 6 of the design. Chunking of non-proximal pieces on Trial Lwai evident among
grade 2 children in the MD condition, but on(, among grade 6 children in the NM.
condition. As shown in Table JO, the percentage of chunks of 2,pieces.or more that
included distant pieces was greatest in the ND condition and quite larequent in the
NM condition, despite the fact the number of pieces, chunked increased 'significantly
witPRoge in all conditions.

Discussion

The results of ,the'present- study Indicate that observation of a model intcluencsrs
the way children approach and carry-out a complex non - verbal task even when they
have other ways for performing the task successfully. A number of factors were found
to modify the.effects of observing a model.

,First, imitation of the model seems to depend on the relatign of the actions
modeled` to the task to he performed. In the present study, in which the child's task was
made clear and imitation was not required in order to succeed at it, very little imitation

incidental actions was observed at any uge studied. Imitation of incidental behaviors
may peak ii, the presChool years, when children' may havedreater difficulty in determining
which of the model's behaviors are task-relevant and which ate not. In the present
context, even the K4ndergarten children may hove been 'oble to see the unimportance of
frost,of the incidental behaviors modeled.

4

Alth8ugh the overall imitation of the model was,,significant, There were some
suggestions In the results that older children were Less likely to adopt even the task-
relevant, but unessential behaviors of the model. or example, the use of -a container
to transport materials from the supply table to the work table was much more frequent
among Kindergarten children and grade 2 children than among the older children in
both the MD AND conditions; Therefore, age moy not be related to imitation .

directly, liut only through the child's obility to use the model's actions as a source of
information and to sort out the actions that are relevont.frorn thok that rire''ribt for The
adequate performance of the task.. 4

As for the model's,effect on overalltosk performance, there were indications
that the model's effect was blso greatest at ydunger ages.' On several measures,
differences between the groups exposed fo the model and children in the NM oondition

were ,greatei-at, younger oges. Differet:ices between NM and Ml) r.:onditions in terms of
the number of 'errors, the total_time to perform the. task, the number of checks or
sample design, and the number of steps to perform the task were greater at_,K1 ergarten
and grade 2 than at grades 4 and 6. It would be possible to interpret, thie model's general
effect as increase in the core with which the younger childcen exposed to the model
performed The ta-sk: they took longer, checked the sample design more frequently,
and ended up with fewer errors. This interpretation is' challenged, however, by other

4 ,
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evidence indicating that the strategy far performing the task wag affected. The ,differ-
.-

ences mentianed above canloe seen as an autcame af attempts to adopt the madel's
strategy, as well af greater 'carefulness". The age effects.can be interpreted as-due to
differential success 16 -understanding and in carrying out the model's strategy. .

That children expose o the model attempted to adopt the model's strategy in
constructing the design is most. clearly shown in their attempts to deal with the total
design as an organized whole: to start building it at the center to delineate units
within the whole by chuSing more pieces, to organize actions around,guitcling those
units with fewer. pauses in the process, to relate piet-es even when they are not in

'physical proximity in the design, and to wank an non-adjacent portions of the design
in succession. Since the rnodells.skategy was quite complex,.atteinpts to adopt it 1 .

resulted in rawer efficiency at younger-ag s for children in the MD condition. The
NM children, particularly from Kindergar en, made the design one piece at a time,
going from left to right; erring anly when they lost their place in the sample design.
The MD children were more variable, so etimes tryingjo act like the madel, at other
times using the piece-by-piece approach. In the process, they took longer, checked
the sample design more while selecting the pieced at the supply table and while constructing
the design., but made fewer errors. That the demonstration of a complex strategy can have
a disorganizing effect an children who find it difficult to use has been reported recently
for,grocie 2 and 6 children given four-dimensional discriminatian learning problems.
(Richman, J976). Having abserved a complex strategy which is nat fully grasped, the
child seems to attempt to assimilate it rather than sticking to easier and surer strategies.
In the process, the child may perform less well than when using the easier strategy.
Thus, the major function of observatian may be to perturb the set of patterns of action,
to irtr9duce variability, into behavior, and thus, facilitate the constructian of new
approaches to tasks. .

The distinction between prOcess and product may be important to keep in mind.
In-ternis.of Alford and Rosenthal's (1973) usage, children in the NM condition were
gtven target modeling, i.e., they were shown the product:4o be constructed, but not
a specific strategy for attaining the product: When evaluated in terms aT a product "
measure- accuracy of the design constructed -, children in the NM conditian differed '

chidren hi the MD conditionbearing out Alford and Rosenthal's finding that
balk live modeling and tgrget modeling are effective. However; when the process of
arriving at the product Yids assessed, clear differences were obtained, The timin ---
characteristics of the model's strategy (working an the design as a whole, grouping
pieces into units) were approached only by the grade 6 children in the NM condition.
Consequently, in considering,the effectiveness of live modeling, target modeling,
modeling with ruleprovisiory, and verbal instruction alone, it may be important to
differentiate effects on the observer's actions in arriving at the.Poductiancton the

'a6 nature of the end - product.

In the`prte'se`niIstudy,verbal instructions were not giver with,respect.fcr the
process.of design conshuction. A number af sludies recentlyfhave suggested that
verbal instruction is as effective as modeling or that modeling witliverbal Instruction
Is more effecti=ve than modeling alone. The results7,reported here with respect to age
differences and efficiency a limited to the case of modeling without verbal instruction.
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Moreover, a recent study by Clarke,' Manton, Vineyi and Hayes (1975) indicates that
the effectiveness of m deling withciUt verbal instruction may depend on the' cultural

affected by modeling ac c rripanied by instrVitnbuVmodetin,g.a.lone may be equally
experience of theiCh'i involved;' children from western cultures seem to be.more

effective for children fro other cultural-groups, in whichleicionifi,btlon rather than verbal
instruction is frequently used in social interaction.

RePetition of task performance was included 'in this study in order lo
(-
consider the. ..."'

cumulative effects of observation. ,Although there were reliable changes with repetition
on practically all measures used, repetition of the .tiasiodidnot seem to affect-children
exposed to modeling differently than children'merery'rdpeating the task performance. In
this context and with just three repetitions,.modeliog did not seem to 'produce multi-.

.,
plicative effects.

The ND condition was introduced in the expectation that without the sample design
during performance, children..in this condition would be most strongly influenced by the
demonstration. In terms of adopting the model's general strategy (e.g., starting at the
centei, grouping distant pieces into units), they were However, the memory demands
of the taskwere so great, that most measures reflected more the memory aspect of this
condition than modeling effects. An easier task would-have been preferable,

In summary, the present study suggested that any age trends in imitation`may be a
function otthe child's ability to underStand the organization of the model's actions and of
thepertinence of those actions to the task to,be performed as it is understood by the child.
Certainly, imitation of the model can itself be taken as the task by the child,, or the child
may be specifically instructed to imitate the modl.. However, aspects of the model's be-
havior that are seen as irrelevant to the task do not seem to be imitated without such
specific instruction. Moreover, it was suggested that.rnodeling effects on the process of
task perronce and on the task product need to be 'differentiated -Strong effects on the
process of task performance in terms of strategy adoption "may lead to a product that is
less matched or less "correct" if the modeled strategy is not fully grasped by the child.
This distinction is porticularly applicable to complex, rule--governed tasks.'

of Study li
'Children's Understanding of Sequential Patterns

,

Children's-understanding oi sequentially organized actions hasbeen studied
relativ little. The observatior-s made in the previous study indicated that the design
constructio ask Used in.that study was construed by the children to be organized In
much timpler nits than the ones that ,the madel demonstrated through her actions. The
units for'med by the children were largely based on. both proximity and identity of pieces
or, by the older children,' on identity except .for variation i7 some ore dimension. More
(complex' rules for organizing units based on serration, nesting, or finite iteration of a
Sub-unit were rarely evident in the children's actions. Even with repeated modeling,
the' organizational rules utilized by the model appeared to be too complex to be readily

'picked up by elementary schooVage children. FurtherMore, if was not clear to wftat

.
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extent-the preseace af the sample design during construction incluCed a copying Strategy
with reliance an the most simple rules fai- organizing the construction task. .Consequently,
it was\decided that the previously used task was not suiPble far investigating the-kind af .,-
arganikatianal-rules that children 6re aye ta pick aut either fram observing the actions
of anoilhet ar from being shciwn the end-praduct tale constructed. .

The present study was undertaken with the aim af,examining 'mare closely the
rulesthat children use to organize such graphic material in erder ta find a task mare suitable
f or the 'general purposes of this investigation. in accord with the plan to use anon verbal
task'whiCh could be canstrued and' carried-aut in several different ways, a versian af the
serial pattern cciritinuatiori Task was chosen for this study.

A sequence can be said to entail a pa ern in that it can be generated by a ,.`.
systematic application af'a set af rules, Simon and.Katovsky (1963) revived the current ..-

Interest in the prablem of human abili to acquire concepts ar,t-ules for sequential patterns..
They pointed aut that while the attai ment of most conceptA is measured by ability to identify
Instances of the 'concept, the tatain ent of the rules for sequential patterns can also be
tested by asking subjects to produce w instances of the concept by venerating the can-
tinuation of the pattern. Their studies hay.e keen concerned with' fleveliping a model for
the kind of processes that enable human subjects to handle serlial patterns so that from an
example subjects are able ta induce the rules governing a pattern, ta remember them, Kid
to eventually produce the sequence from the remembered rules. Ta test their m/ el, Siman
and his co-workers have relied on computers andistudies of adult subjects, usin mostly the
English alphabet as the ordered series of elements for their patterns. Besides Simon and
his co-warkers (e.g. Greeno and Simon, 1974), other,investigatai-s.hqve also pursued the todi
problem of serial pattern learning and the coding strategies that may,be-employed by human..

subjects(Gregg, 1967;,Restle, 1970; Vitz and Todd
f.:

1969). J
. .

The serial pattern continuation task appeared appropriate For the present 4v/esti-
,gation farseveral reasons.? First, the rulers governing the pattern could be varied in
difficulty. Second, these rules could be presented t ough the already-constructed part

--of_the sequence shown to the subject ar demonstrate through the actions of a model
constructing the sequence. Third, in extrapololing from the- example and gtsribting a
Continuation of the pattern, the subject would demanstrate the rules that have been
attained by'means af `roductive action there wauldle na need far generalization tasks
to cleterxine-the ac isition of a rule cf. Zimmerman and Rasenthal, 1974a). Finally,
with graphic mated I, the rules cou jbe embodied indifferent dimensions of the elements
to see whether suclAdimensions infl ence the induction of the rules and the continuation
of the pattern. The linear desig used in the previous study did riot contain a systematic
variation of the difierent di sions'that could be 'used for generating units (pfoxirpity,
color, shape, sizd,' nUm and, thus,' could not be used to determine.whether some
dImenstons are mot : sily utilized by children than others'.

The ly study in which the serial' pattern coninuation task had been used, ith
children t could be found in the literature was that by Klahr and Wallace (1970).
Although in the article it was indicated that several 5-6 year old children were exposed
to such problems repeatedly in Ale course of a year, the data presented. were derived from
'one 6-year,old child. The problems, consisted of series composed af a single geometric
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shain having a distin uishable orieritation, with the pattern rules erngodiedin the color
dimension and in the orientation 'dimension, varied either cohjointry or separafely.
Several series composed of whole integers or letters were also used. It was reported that
children orthe age studied were able to handle such problems, but tended to deal with,
only one dimension at a time, lit was suggested that transikon to Piaget's concrete
operational thipking might be required, for the simultaneous handling of more thbn one
dimension in Inducing the rule for the pattern.'

The present study aimed to deterrnineWifeher with age and cognitive.developinent
children are able pl 'induce 'different rules for Continuing serial 'patterns. To characterize
the developMental change, a distinction was proptised between concrete rules describing the

. example given and generic rules. Concrete rules (similar to Mohr and Wallace's "template-
:building" strategy), would perrilt continuation of the pattern through repetition of the
example; generic rulers would permit production.of new examples fitting the rules, a,
Development was propOsed to follow this order:

1. There is no induction of rules. --The elements'in the, example-are
viewed individually rather than in relation to each other. Continu-
ation does not appear to be rule-bound.

2. The rule concerning the periodicity of the sequencels.giasped,l.e.,
the example is viewed as composed of units. However, the specifiO rules
gavel-fling relations of units to each other 'or of elements within units-are,-.
not grasped or utilized.

3. Non-generic rules are induced from the example, but the various
rules are not coordinated with each other. For example, a s1em.aon3
sisting of three element uits,with each unit composed of differently-- -
shaped pieces with variations in size might produce the-rule.."they
come in three's, some-are triangles; some are squares, and some are
circles."

4.,Non-generic rules are coordinated with each other orthere is
evidence for one genericrule. The generkgrule for the above example
might be expressed as "Each three piece-At must be a different shape."
Coordipation of two concrete rules Might be expressed as,''One unit
must be triangles, the-next squares, and the next circles; the 'middle
friangle is small, he middle square is larger, the.middle circle is
sti I I 'larger .".

5. Gener rules are coordinated, For the *same exampteptihis might,
la.expr -,sed as "Each three-Oiece unit is a different shape and the T.

middle iece in each unit gets.progressively

7^4

Examples allowing for continbationiot anyV the five levels outlined were
selected for study. Moreover, thedimensions of color, form, and size were used to
delineate units an&to code relations between units as well as between' elements...within
units in order to determine whether the rules were more readily induced when embodied
in particular dimensions. The literature o6 perceptual salience of various dimensions
suggests-that color is more salient or younger tihildrerL than' for older onev(e.g. Odom

Mumbaqer, 1971), but that even children five toeven years old make fewer

47,
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errors'when form is the relevant diTension in a conceptidentification task. Hierarschies
of dimensional salience have been found to.change-with.development for the dimensions
ofrm, color, number, and posit on and diplensional solienee ids been shown:toJelate "Ir
to performance on problem-solvi* tasks,in-which different dimensions are relevant
.(e.g., Odom, and Guzman, 1972; Odom Ad Corbin, 1973), In O r call task, subjects
from grade 1 ancOrgere found to moire fewer errors when the.two iden ifying dimensions
of Stimultis cdrds were both highly salient than when only °oleos,. I the' latter case
subrects tended-to rely on the ohe highly salient dimension (Qdom.and Corbin, 1970..
Consequently, the dimensions 4f form, color, and size were systerncitically varied across:, .

tasks in the present study, alt lough their iierceptual salience was not assessed independatly.

Method
,

Subjects. A total f 90 subjects were tested, 18 each frOm grades )', 3., 5,
8, and 11. The subjects were balanced for sex in. each grade andIcame from the pu,blid
school system of Worcester,IMass. An additional six subjects from the first grade and.
one from the third grade were tested, but not iriclud din the sample, because they
failed to perform acle(quatelty on the preliminary tasks r failed to.complete,all tasks.

.1- . ..' ...I
Materials: Simple-geoitietric forms (squares, circle's, triangles,'diamonds," -

ellipses, and rectangles) cit from 1/4 in. thick masonite in differentosizes and paijited
Several different colors (red, yellow, blue, -orange, brown, green) were used to form the
stems for ferent serial patterns pried to the subjects, The exact description of
the mated Is. for all the 'asks is given n Appendix Table At 3. .. k`

. .

Shallow woode boxes measuring 1.1 in. x 13 in. 1:ind'containing three'UfneoLtal
size compartments were fused to present the materials for coritinukb the sequences to the
subjects; The bOxes contained alt the pieces needed- to latiild two inore units of the %

pattern° according to t14 rulesembodied' in the'stern, pieces necessary to repept'thestern.
fromthe beginning, and a *few additional pieces resembling those'ln the stem for all .four
problems In that serlesiL The totalof 44 pieces.'were located in he:particular elder-In the
box, but spread-out as much as possible to increase the 'visibility df itidIvii,ual pieces.
A differeht box was presented .to the subject for each series of tasks. t"

. ,,s

- 5,
4*

Procedure. ,` subjects were tested individually by ,a male experimenter in a
spare rooem in their shool, Ap adult female was also present angi:ecorded the child's ;
selection of piecesifor loch task, as well as thedime to complete each task, An exact
record of the 411)&5 cc ntinuation of the pattern was made. The'lesting session lasted

r "' .
rar 4

.

about 20. minutes.

Each child vlas_given three preliminacy task to acq.uaint film with the type of
task to be presented and ttiensure 'understanding of the instructions- used. The- firsrtask
consisted of six brow and orange equal -sized squares laid out in alternation; the child
was asked "What pi ce comes nextVand told. "fry to continue. the:patteFh. You can use
the pieCes om this/ box." The next task consisted of red diamonds and triangles alternating
by two's, The d task consisted-Of triplets mode up of yellow sqvares alternating betweene,.
smaller find larger sized pieces between triplets,, For both of these. tusks, the instructioR
was simply "frirtd continue the pattern." on one of the first two tasks d subject chose

'9"."\";
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an inappropriate piece, the experimenter temoved the piece and'verlally highlighted
the rule for thepattern (e.g.,. for the;Secord task, E would say "There are two
diamonds, two triangles, two diamonds, one triangle. What comes .next? Try to.
continPe the pattern." ) If a subject still' had difficulty WIth the thirdtask, that
subo .ject was not included in the sample for the studyp-

After successful performance on the Preliminary tasks, subjects were told
"I am going to show you some patterns that mightbe more triche..". They Aryse urged
to examine the pattern 'carefully- before constructing. the coritinuotion and to take as

long as flly wanted. They were then shown-the 61r 60y-constructed items for eight
p\itterns, one at a time, an&told "Take a good look and try to' Continue the Pattern"
after the presentation of each stem, Each continuation constrwcted by the subject.was
accepted, but no feedbaCk or ceinfOrcement was n.

The stems ottipese sequences consisted of three 3-piece-units and the first
Piece of the fOUrth unit-. The sequences were divided into three 'sets according to the
dimension whiOi changed between units;' there ---was .a color set, a form set, and a size
set, Each set contained fopr sequentialaatterns. The first two. patterns exemplified
the use of a novel value on some dimension between units itt s well os for one element
within the units. The third pattern exemblifieaon alternation rule for triple-ts4
similar to that used in.cine of the preliminary tasks: The fourth pattern exeniPtified the
use of a novel volueoir one clImension between units -and a rule for changing the
position of pieces within units (in erSion or rotation). The stems for the sequential-
patterns in all three sets are depic ed in Figure 3.

.

The subjects w e e liFesented with tw %of the three sets of tasks; pilot testing,
,../-suggested thot the younger children would not be able to complete all three sets in

a single session. Six subjects from eoch grade were given-the color set and the form
set, six others were given the color set and the size set, and the remaining,e c.irwe ere

given theJorm set and the size set of tasks. Thus, each type of set was g
twelve subjects. The presentatiOn order of the two sets given to each group of
subjects was counterbalanced across subjects in thaf.group,

f

The children were required to continue each pattern by adding five pieces
to the Stern, i.e. to complete one unit and to construct another whole unit. The
pieces chosen were recorded as well as the time taken to put down the first piece
andto put down all five* pieces. Subjects were permitted to correct themselves. If
they appeored to be looking fora piece they could not find, they were oskecCwhat
it was and were given help in obtaining such a piece. However, this did ..not occur
very often. .

ti
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Y `-- Yellow
G -- Green
0 -- Orange
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Figure 3. The stems for the sequence continuation patterns presented in Study 1
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Table 1
Category System Used to Score Pattern. Continuations

. Category 1

ategory,.3

Categorj, 4-

Category 5

Continuation gives no evidence that the stem was construed
. Os compoted of distinct units. This level includes repe-

tition of the stem.

/

Continuption gives evidence that the stem was construed
as composed of-units, but the units are other than triplets

4 Pi

or they do not follow tile between and within unit rules
embedded in the stem.

Continuation.gives evidence of recognitiOn orUnits in the stem
on the dimension of contrast between 'units, but no novel'
values of the dimension ate used.and no within unit,rule
consistently applied.

Continuation ,gives evidence of recognition of units and of
both within and between unit rules, but norteof them include
a novel exemplification.

.

Continuation gives evidencerof `heyescognition knits and.
of a novel exemplificati of either the between or the witlitn
unit rule, but no evidenc for the other- rule.

4

Category 6 Continuation gives evidence of recognition of units.,and of
bath within and between unit rules, one of which includes a
novel exemplification.

*

°Category 7 Continuation gives evidence of recognition,of units and of
novel exemplification of both within and between unit rules.

Category System. based on the progression of iteps*outlined in the introduction,_
a seven-level category system was constructed to evaluate the continuations produced by thee
1ubjects. This category system is given in Table 1. The protocols of 15 subjects were scored,
indepeAently4by the two judges, yielding 98% agreement. The few disagreements were
resolved through discussion atld..the remaining protocols were,scoied by only one fudge; f

4to
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Results,' .

-
---,

.
, '. Preliminary analysed were carried out to determine if illere were any.order of.
presentation effects: Due to the 'low number of instances of .categories 2 .and 5, categories
2 and 3 as well cis C'cite.go ties 4 mid 5 werec'ombined foi these analyses., yielcirnia five a

- categories. Twelve chi-square.analyies were performed (one for each task), with data
, .collapsed across grades, to see whether order of presentatioh of the task was associated

with the catdgory4avel. No evidence far order effects was obtained and order was not
included as a-variable in'subsequent analyses. The results regarding time to complete these .

tasks willnot.be presented, slate they did.not appear informative..

. . .

Age Effects. To test the hypothesis that with age there is ark .increasing induction -

(if the rules embedded in the pattern's stem aswell'as an rticreasing ability to apply these ..,

rules in coritinuitig fhe pattern, both parametric and nan-pdrametric analyses were carried
out on data scored usingl4e seven-level category s))Stein. , .

Two 5(grade) x 3 (set) analyses of variance weroperformedcusing each group of
six Independent-subjects for the three sets of tasks in each grade (i.e., separate analyses
were conducted on the sets administered first and on to sets administered second). The
levels assigned for each task werp added,for the four tasks in each set to obtain wsubject's
score for each set. Grade was foUnd to be a significant factor in the'analyses on'the first
grouping of subjects (F = 6.112, df 4, 75, p < .01) as wpll as-on the second (F = 4,051 df 4, 75,
p< .01). The mean scores foiefmth groupings are give9 .Table 2. There was nonsignificant
effect for set or for interaction of grade and set. k.-

Set,

Color set
Sizeset

"FOrrn set

Overal

Set .

Color set s:

Size set,
Form set ,

Overall

Lr

Table 2
Mean dategOry Level Scores Across Tasks for Each Grade

04.

4.83
6.33
6.83

6.00

, -6.67
.

, . .

First Grouping of Subjects :., -i ..

Grade. : , ' .
% . )

5 .. 8

9.67 , 8.67." , 14..-50.

7.17 4.3.3 , 13.00
12.00 111.00 : 10,83

9.61 - 9.28 12,178

Second Gratiping of SubIects_,

11

11.67 .

13.83
. :10.50

Q2.00

-Grade =::

5 8 11

.8.67
.43-33

11.501, 15.00-
11.00 10.83'

7.17 1.33

8.50 10.44

. _

fd

13.3k kt 9.33),
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., The effeCt of age was elso examined bySt-teleans of ,12 Kruskal-Wallis ana
of variance conducted,separatelt for each task within eacil set. In general, the-,
of changes In performance witliage was corroborated, but there were exceptions
color set, with color_deline9fing_uhifs,the_gr.cide effe_cb/as_s_triticant-for each
In the size set, ,fhe grade effect was significant for each task with the exception
the simple alternating pattern. Here, performance by younger children was at a
level tharcon the Other tasks.. Finally, in ,the form set., the grade effect was not
for' any af the tasks, Younger subjects perforinedtat levels comparable' to those o
sets, bkt the older subjects did net perform as well as on the other sets, minimizi
differences. 'the results of these anblyies are shown in,Toble 3.*

. , .:,
.

. - . table 3- ,
Results from Kruskal,\.- Wallis One-Way Analyses of Variance for Grade-Effect

33.

lyses

finding
. In the
task._

of Task
higher
significant
n theother
ng age

X401.

Task A

Col Set

Size et

Form Set

Task B

H = ?.33
H = 11.09

H = 6.52

p < .06 -

p < .05

N.S.

Color Set 9 H = 10:09 p < .05
Size Set

Form Set

Task-e

Color Set

Size Set

.Form Set

'task D

".Color Set

Size Set

Form Set .

H,= 12.35 p < .02
H= 6.45

H= 13:14 p <.05
H =. 2.79 N.S.
H = 5.44 .1\1.S.

H.= 18.69 p< .001

H 2.83 p < .02 .

H = 7,36 > N.S.

Set Differences. The two analyses of variance for grads and set effects reported
above did .not yield a significant set effect. The contribution of set to performance was
further.analyzed_byperforrning12 .chi - square, analyses on each of the possible pairs of scores on
each task (TasIcA.Color to TCsk A Size , Task A form to Task A Size, Task A Farm to
Task A Color-,.Task i3 Color to Task B Size, etc.) for all the independent subjects available

compahson across grades. The same collapsed category system was employed as
fheitiused to examine order effects. Few set differences were-obtained. Subjects performed
differently on -Task B from the color-set than from the_sizR set (X2 it '1)1.25, df 2, p < .01).,
anditrr Task B from, the form set than holm .the size set (XL = 1534, df 2, p < .001).
Srm oily, subjects: performed differently on Task)) from theColor:set than from.the size
set (X = 7.57, df 2, p < .03)'and also on Task D from the form set than from the size set

4
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(X2 = 8.40, df 2, p < .02). These differences seemed to be due to fewer suittects scaring
In the middle categories when performing Tasks B and DIram the sip set.tha4n on the
same tasks from the other sets. With size as the dimensian differentiating units, subjects
either repeated the stem orconstructed novel units, possi,b1 dUt to the ordered change in
site between units employed.in the stern (increasing rather th n nan-dir-ectional) which
may have inhibited anon - ordered repetition of units.

e

3 Task Differences. The variation in performance due to ask wal examined by
performing a 5(grade) x 4 (task) analysis of vOriance an scares resu ng fram adding the
category levels obtained by each sul4ect On each task from the two se which the subject
was presented The mean scares for eadh tosk are shown in Table 4. The ode effect was
significant (F = 5.17, df 4, 85, pat< .01) as wellos the task effect (F = 3.17, df 3, 255,
p< .05).A significant grade by task interaction (f = 2.21, df 12, 255, p < .05) appeared'

duelo.a reduced variability in stores Tor Task C when .compared to the other tasks.
Task C, the simple alternating patterndid not permit the introduction of novelty and, thus,
could not be completed correctly cn8 shaw evidence of the use of generic rules. Consequently,
the scores of the older children on this task did nat differ much from the scares of the children
in grades 3 and 5. In addition, Task D appeared to be somewhat harder than Tasks A and B,
since the scores on this task did nat show as much evidence for the use of generic rules by
subjects in grades 8 and 11, as did the scores for Tasks A and B.

411.- 0-40

Table 4
Mean Category Level Scores 'for Each Task in Each Grade

Grade

4 1 3 '5 8 11

. Task

A 3.44 4.33 5.05 6.78. 6.11

B 3.17 4.72 4.44 6.61 6.39

C 3.44 4.,4 4.89 5.28 5.00

't; D 2.67 4:61 -2.00 6.00, 6.05

Cochran Q's computed on category level scores fOr the four tasks in each set in each
grade basically substantiated the-conclysions from the-obov-e analysis. Categorylevel 3 was
scored irgnific-on. fry iiiaieofen for Task C (alternating, pattem) than for the other tasks

'from grade 3 an in all three sets, with the exception of, the form set in grades 3 and 8.

The general level of performance on these tasks can be depleted by showirig the
number of subjects who performed at a particular level on each task from the series they
were given first within each grade. Table 5 shaws the number of subjects wbo at least
picked up the periodicity of the series and continued the pattern by constructing units

_according to the between unit rule embedtied in the stem (cordgory.level 3 or:letter).
As evident from Table 5, from grade 3 an, at least two-thirds of the subjecis.contiriued Task
C apptopriately.

"
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Table 5
The Number of Subjects' Performing at Category Level 3 or Higher

on the Four Tasks from the First Set Administered

Tosk
,

, 35.

Grade A .
B C D

1 5° - 4 .*" 6 3

3 '8 10 12 7

5 10 10 13 12

8 12 , 13 14 14

11. 11 11 13. . 6

a
Since the number of subjects is added across the thiee kinds of sets, total
N possible is 18.

,..

In contrast, such level of 'performance was not reached by an equal proportion
of -subjects in the other tasks even by grade 11. Similarly, the number of subjects who
picked up both the between unit rules and the within unit rules from the stem and continued
the pattern sofas to indicate a generic applicotion of at least one type of rule Is shown
In Table 6. No more than a third of the subjects performed at this level on Tasks A, B or'
D (the three tusks where this level of performance was possible) even by grade 11.

b
s Table 6 ..

The Number:of Subjects Performing at Ccitegory Level 6 or Higher
on Tasks A, B, and D from the First Set Administered

Grade

I
.., - .

3

5.,.

8

I ' 1 i :

Task°

A-

0
b

2
--.

5

6

6

-8 .

0

3

1 .
7

7 .

D

0

0

-. 3

1

6

4

*

.Tosk C was excluded_since.appropriate continuation did not score of thii
level:

b
Since the number of subjects is ridded across' the three kinds of sets, total
N pcissibre is 18.

r ..

N.
1

1
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Discussion

,The difficulty that these tasks presnted to theosubjecti was, unexpected,
however, there hod been almost no 'empirical work done on serraTRottem ntinuotion
by children previous to.this investigation. The only guidelines wer udy by
Klahr and Wallace (1970) and the fact that ,the Stanford-Binet IQ Test inc es,the
continuation of a simple form alternation as an item at MA six years. Two prces for
the difficulty of these tacks may be suggested on o post-ihoc basis: the .moteriols uses
and the types of rules governing the pottem.

. 41i

Geometric shapes were selected as the'. terra) 'n,order to minimize the require-
ment of prior knowledge about the relations between elements in the series. Series using
whole integers rely on the subject's prior knowledge of the number series and sometimes
on the additive and multiolicatgid relations' between numbers. Children who ate just
starting school may vary in the extent of such 'knowledge. The other source of serial
potteins has-been the English alphabet. Agoih, young ahildreh may not have equal
knowledge of the order of letters in the alphabet and may not be able to induce o rule
because of this limitation. The choice of geometric materials in the present study did not
require any prior knowledge since no inherent relations ,exist between ,them; however,
this characteristic of the materials may have created on additional difficulty, in that the
subjects could not draw on any ready-mode knowledge regarding possible relations and
*hod to induce the relations from the information presented in the stem ot each pattern. 'The
abstraction of o relation 'may be more difficult than the recognition of a known relation.
The difficulty that even Tosk C posed to the subjects in this study lends suppgrt to this
'contention .-According to the distinction between rule-learning and attribute-learning
drawn by Hoygood and Bourne '1965), the tasks used in the'present study may be viewed
as having requiredinduction of relevant rules in conjunction with%relevant attributes.

Klohr and Wallace (1970) reported to have used geometric shapes for one
series in their study, but the rules 'here applied to single element's; the problems did n_Ft
require delineation of units. For example; if the outline of o short-necked bottle is
used as on element in o series witkonerule pertaining to.the color of the bottle and the
other'to the orientation of .the neck, the two rules may he applied to each element in
turn and, in addition, 'hey can be applied separately. The subject may determine fi;st
that the next elemen' in the series -hos to point down (in on up-and-down alternation of
orientation) and then determine that it has to be brown (in o brown-yellow-blue series
of colors). Klohr and Wolloce commenfed that coordination of two such rules was
difficult for the children they tested. In the present study, of leost three sets of relations
hod, to be determined and coordiroted The subjects hod_to determine the presence of
units, then determine the rule concerning change between units (e.g., new color, for
each unit. new shape for each unit. o large; size, for each unit){ and then determine
the relotions between elements within o unit. Tasks A'ood B could be more readily
tarried out by considering the elements singly rather than in relation ;to each other;_

. that is, CI subject could perform relatively well by formulating the rule that the middle
element if different from the other two in form or in color. In contrast. Tosk D required
the subject to manipulate a relation between all three elements 4-lithe priOr unit in order
to determine the ordering of the elements in the next unii; that is,, a subject riot only

4 1



had to form the rule fhot the color of the elements rototes from right to left, but also
fro' consider the order of the colors in the prior unit to determine the exact position
of the elements in the next. The need to coordinate ct greater' number of rules may have
been the major source of difficulty in the present study. k

- ,
Despite the difficulty of thetosics, age diffsrences emerged. With age, Rind

presumably with cognitive development., the subjectsiwere able to induce the rules
governing each pottern more readily and to demonstrate\ eir knowledge of these rulestkir
by constructing a continuotion of the pattern*. The age di fences were clearest an
Task A ond B from the color ond size sets. Since the mojor /changes in the level of
performonce oppeared to take place between grades 1 ond 3ontl ogain between grades
5 ond 8, it seemed'wprth+Aile to focus subsequent studies on these Peridds of tronsition.

. The relati.very poor performonce of subjects from grade 11 was surprising. The'subjects
from this grade were interviewed following the odministrotion of the task to ask them

. obout their understanding of the purpose of the tasks ond their icieoi obciut the rules thot
were involved. The interviews were not especially productive inthotsubjects hod
considerable difficulty in explictly verbalizing the rules that they were using. However,
they did reveol that o proportion of the° subjets carrtrued the tosk as a speed tOskyilespite
spe*cific instruction to the controry; consequently. they were concerned but putting
down some pieces quickly rather thon spending the time to figure out the rules involved.
to subsequent work, it would be important to use some means to increase the motivation
of the older subjects to peeform well rather thon quickly. _ .

r
The lock of effect's due to set were.somewhat surprising. Pricir reseorch an

.
perceptuol dominance of vorious dimensions suggested that the problems in the form set ,

moy be sotnewhot easier than those in the other sets. Such was not the case. Age
differences were leait opparent in the form set. 130 they were essentiolly due to the
poorer performance of older subjects rother than to better performance of younger ones.
It may be that the complexity of rules involved in these tasks overshadowed 'ony effects

due to perceptual solience of the three dimensions used. -, , ,

In view of the dge and task 'effects obtoined, tosks having the formot of
Tosks A or B from the color or she sets seemed to.be the most oppropriate for subsequent
studies.

Study III
Effects of Modeling an Children's Continuation of Sequential Potterns

In controst to the report by Klahr and Walloce (1970). the previous study in
this investigotion 'indicated thot sequential patteins which require the coordinotion of
sevefol rules ore difficult for children throughout the elementary school yeors. The results
from the previous study did not provide specific- informotion about the source of the
difficulty. _Broodly speaking. the children moy hove found it difficult to induce the rules
for the pottern from the stem they were provided and' therefore, they moy not have been
able to construct o ron-tinuotion of the pattern a- carding to those rules. On the other
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hand, they moy have been able to indu-e the rules, but t6n 'have difficulty coordinati6
them and translating. them into a continuation of the pottem. Oney way of attempting
to delineate the source of the difficulty in these tasks is to use a model to highlight
the rules involved in the stem. Better performance fallowing observotion of the model
Would suggest that induCtion of the rules forthe pattern contriCutes to the difficulty of
the tosk,

.

The sequential patterns constructed Tor' this .tVdy were similar to two of the tasks
used in the previous study (Tasks A and B) whiciilititl yielded clearest performariCe differ-

.

ences with oge, These sequential patterns share two charocteristics with the serial pattern(
based on the English alphabet used in the research with adults.(e.g.Kotaysky and Simdn,
1973): (1) they have no unique correct continuation, although' there may be gdod con-
sensus in regarding one of the possible continuations as correct; (2) they can be continued
indefinitely provided the rules recycle once the list of elements has been exhausted.
The patterns selected had d definite' "periodicity", a relation that repeats at regular intervals_
or is interrupted at regulor intervals. Simon and Kotovsky have suggested that in trying
to continue a sequence, subjects first try to discoverthe periodicity in the sequence.
Moreover, in the tasks used in the present study, the relations of "same" and "different"
or "next" (in case of.size) had to be applied with respect to units in the'sequence or with
respect to individual elerrients within units,. The model's activity in constructing the stem
was designed to highlight both the periodicity of the sequences and tFle relation of "different"
between elements in the sequence. Even with adult subjects, there has been little research
on the effect of mode of presentation or of the length of thestem presented on the coding
of the pattern and the correctness of its continuation. It was not certain that observation
of the construction of the stem would facilitate continuation of the sequences. However,
since the modeling would be relevant to the task, it was thought that it might influence -
the behavior of children able to grosp rules shown. Since the previous study had shown
that the biggest changes in ,performaire occurred between grades I and 3 and then between
grade 5' and 8, subjects for this study were selected to represent the periods of change.
The effect of observing a model highlight the rules far the sequential patterns was expected
to be greatest for subjects who are beginning to recognize the rules involved on their own,
(n addition, it.wasexpected that changes.in perfarmancejollowing observation of a model
would take the`. form of the induction of an additional rule or the coordination of one rule
with another; consequently, if was expected that they would result444-continuations at a
higher category - level.

X.

Method

Subjects, Ninety,children attending grades 2, 5, and 8 in the Worcester,
Mass. public schools were tested. Thirty children, equally divided between boys and
girls, were drawn from each grade and rcindomly'assigned to either a control Condition.
or. one of two modeling conditions.

Materials. Geometric shapes cut out from 1/4 In, masonite and'painted various
.

colors were used to construct the sequential patterns.
e

Eight different sequences were used: The stem for each sequence was made up
of TO pieces and the subject was required to place 5 more pieces as o continuation.

. ,
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All the sequences had a periodia0 of 3. indicated by a change in the color of the
elements (analogous to the color series in the previous study). Thus, the stem consisted of 3
units and the first element of the fourth unit; the subject was required. to complete the
fourth unit and construct a fifth unit for each tosk. The' stems forthe eight tasks are depicted.
in Figure 4.

Pour of these tasks will be referred to as color-shape .tasks. In these tasks, the
color of the elements was constant within each triplet, but changed between triplets..
The basic form of the elements was the same throughout the sequence, except that one

within each triplet 'either the middle orthe last one) differed in shape from the others
and also from all Previous different -shape elements. These tasks can be viewed os requiring
:the subject to find the periodicity in the sequence and then to ripply the relations of "same"
and "different" to the dimensiOn of color and also- to coordinate the relations of "same",
"different", and "predecessor". with respect4to'the dimension of shape.

_

'The other four tosks'will be referred to as color-size tasks. Their periodicity
was alio signaled by a change in color, however, the one element within each triplet.'
which differed from the others differed in size raThei- Haan shape. The change in size
for the different element occurred in an increasing or decreasing fashion throughout the
sequence. It was thought that the color,-size tasks might be somewhat more difficult than the
color-shape tasktin that the subjects would not only have to note a change in size, but alsa
to order the successive 'changes accordinno magnitude.

The pieces pertinent to each task were located in a separate shallow container
in which they we're spread3(30 and semi-sorted. Each`box containeditwo sets of pieces
necessary for c.onstruating the stem, the pieces necessary to continue the pattern, and
about 10 additionol pieces to permirseveral lower-level cdntinuations oT the pattern, or
a total of dbout 35 pieces. If durirt"restine,child appeared to be searching for o
particular piece not in the container, the excliiner questioned the chi Id.and provided it.

Procedure. All children were testeTindividuarly in a separate room in I-herr
school. An adult served as experimenter and as model in the modeling conditions.
He was seated next to the child, facing a wooden;boord on which the pattern was to be
built and the -. container with the 'pieces for that taslc. 'Another experimenter was also
present to record the subject's 'behavior during task performance and the cont4nuatidn
construction for each task'. The. time taken-to construct the continuation was also noted,
but the timing was done less conspicuously than in 'the preAous study. two preliminary
tasks were given, similar to the ones used in the previous study. One of the tasks presented

\ Ott-motion of one form by color and the othjr alternation of same-Color triplets by form.
These tasks were used to make sure that allrsubjects understood the instruction to "continue
fhe pattern". No subject had to be, eliminated' from the sample for inability to carry out
the preliminary tasks. l -

.
AI

Children assigned-to the Control condition (C) were then shown the already
constructed stem for each of the eight tasks in turn and were simply asked: to "continue,
the pottem" using the pieces available in the container for each task. The order of the
tasks was counterbalanced, except that, the color-shape and the Colot-,size tasks'were
presented in pairs.
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Children assigned to the Modeling Control condition (MC) saw The experimenter
....

construct the stem for each taskPby putting down the pieces one,at a time slowly and
deliberately, at an even pace. The model stood while building the stem and from time to
time whistled, These behaviors were considered fo be irrelevant to the task., Once the stem

was built, the subject was asked to continue the pattern. The procedure was identical to ,,

the C condition in other respects. - . , . .

The Relevant Modeling" Condition (RM) was designed-to highlight the bask rules

for each pattern. The model put the pieces down in three's in order to highlight the
periodicity of the sequence,' First, three pieces identical in color, form, and size were
put down, then one orthern waiexchanged for a piece differing.in form or In size, depending
on.the sequence. This procedure was expected to.highlight the dimensions defining constancy

and change. for each4equence. In other respects, the mode's behavior was Identical to the

MC condition. Once the stgm was built. the subject was asked to continue the sequence

just as in the other conditions.
;

.
, ,,

, ,. The continuation's constructed by the subjects were scored using the seven-level
categorysystemdevised in the previous study (see Study II, Table 1). Scoring of a sub-sam le

of protocols by two judges independently enshowed 96% agreement in applying these categori .
.ao

Results

Non-paramefric)statistical analyses w,ere applied to data consisting of the category
\level scares for the contin ations constructed by the subjects, Witcoxon's Mci14Ched-Pairs

,Signed -Ranks Test was used to examine performance diferences between /asks. The only
\--significant difference obt ned was between Task 3 from the color-shape part ancilask 3

from the color-size part within grade 2 of the MC-condition p = 02). It was decided_
that performance on the eight, different tasks was sufficiently comparable to warrant the

1 ,
aesignment of a single level scare to each subject across all tasks.

,

Differences in the leYel of performance between the first four tasks administered:
and the last four tasks was olio evaluafed,by the Widsoxon test. A significant Increase

p = .02) ih the level scale from the first four tasks to the las%f-Agur tpsks was obtained

for the grade 8.subjects in the C condition. No other significant differences were obtained.
Consequently, each subject was assigned a single level score for all eight tasks irresprtive
of their order., In most cases, this score was the category level.assigried to performance
on. four or more tasks, In the few instances where the level scores were more varied, the
subject. was assigned to that level which was manifest in the majority of hjs performanCes.
,For example, with thr9P tasks at level 4, fwd.& level 6,.and three at leve1,7, the subject

would be assigned the level sc,ore'of since tasks performegot level 7,1ps.lude the rules
evidentat level 6, The distribution of the level scores obtained by iubjects in each con-
dition within each grade is presented in Table 1.

Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance rondared on results within each condition
indicated-cisignificant grade effect in the C colyditien (H = 10.82, df = 2, p < 01) and
also cksignificant grade effert in the MC condition (H = 8.06, df® 2, p The

grade effeCt in the RM-condifion was not significant presumdbry due to the higher-level-
scores obtained by grade 2 subjects in this -condition.
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Table 1

The. Number of Subjects Scoring at Each Category Level WitI4 Each Condition.

. Grade 2
Category Level

Condition 1 2 3 4\ 5

C

MC

'RM

Grade 5

Condition 1 2

C 1

MC

RM 1 0

2 4 .
Grade 8

, Condition

C

MC

RM

1

0

2 . 2 0 7

0 0

1 Q 1

o.

.Category Lever

3 4 5

1 , 0 7 1

1 2 5 1

0

2

6

6 .7

0 1 4

.,Category Lever

4 6 7

0" 0 4 .,102 .6

o e0 .'t 3' 6

,0 1° 1 1 ' 2 ...

Within grade 2, level of perfo;'
ficantly hibher..than level of performanc
Indicating that rule-highlighting model;

. a '

nce in the 'RP 'condition was,founa.torbe signi-
in-the g, 6,4 tfori SKruskal-Watils, p

g, was effic
d I

k.

The 'model's influence was evident in other gspectstorthe sabiects'ihhavi,or
dOqg performante, Whistlingand standing during Wol-k,on',,the.pcittern were.onceived
to be behaviors irrelevant to the task, The whistling was One by onlypne grade 5 child:
in the. R conditio . Standing was much more frequently copied', possiblylecatlie,it
was so ewb e pful to the younger children in attending to the whole.dlt1/41. Amore
relevant aspect of the model's behaviorin the RM conclitietvas ti;e bailPirfg of each unit.

Identical pieces', follOwed 'by the exchangof one piece fara difNrent piece. Some
*subj nit ted these actions; others engaged in a related action wherAby theyfirst placed,
the two id tical pieces, keeping cist-"iiice for-the different piece, and then Inserted the

5

a

--- 4._different piece., These data arepresentedin table 2.-
4.

Finally, the time taken to complete the tasks was examirieln terms of the levt
scare, tiiie color-shape tasks were found to be no easier than the color-size tasks.

tt
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Table 2.
Mean Frequency ofjmitation of:Three Aspects of the Model's Performance

tar

Standing During Work on the Pattem

Condition

Grade , 'RM
2 2;1

5 3'.1:

1,5

ExcirILELeEt.

>.
MC , c

, 3.5 1.4

5.5_, %II.

0

Condition
Grade RM

2 .2 o

,1. .1

8 3,1 0 .

sertin.g Diff;rent Piece

Grade

2

5'

e

Condition

km . MC

1.6

1.2' .3

.6 - .1

41.

43. " ,

A 3 (grade) x 2 (type of 'task) analysis of variance Orrth'e time measure showed
that at all grades children took longer to complete the color-size tasks than,thecolor-
shape tasks (P.= 4,47, d, 1, 117,, p < .05), There was also a significant grade teffect
(F = 10,03, df 2, 1.17, p < .01), with the older children taking significantly Tesi time
to complete both the color-Shape tasks: (F = 8.26, df 2, 111, p < .01) and the.coior-size
tasks (F = '5.34, df 111, p-< .01). There was no -grade by type of task in
These results are presented in Table 3. There was no significant condition 'effect,
(F <1,00) in time to construct the continuations in ahy of the tasks.

Discussion
4o*

The results obtained in this study suggdsf that Modeling which 'highlights the
rules goverhihg the patterns for these)equences may affect the betiaylorof some children
(grade 2 children in this study). On()%one subject in the C condition Picked4up, the rule
pertaining to novelty, leach exemplification different from all predecessors on the athensian
of contrast) with respect to -at least one feature of,the riattem, while 7 out of 10 children
in 'the RM 'condition did so.

er
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table *3
Mean-TimeJn.Seconds to Complete the SeqttenceE

44,

Color-Shape Tosks

2

.166.5

153.08

164.2

Grade I

.C5

141.0
153.5

119.7

..,

)

136.5

105.5

118.2

.

ConclitiPm

"RM

MC .

c ,

Color-Site tasks

Grade

Condition 2 5

RM 170.0 163.5

MC
, .

181.0 193.0

C A 66.5 175.0

8

-140,5

110.5

120.5

However, an almost equol number of subjects in the MC condition also picked up the rule

,.- pertaining to novelty. It could be argued that the model's actions in building the stem
for each sequence were sufficient to focus the child's attention on the patfern and

ie-'
',Rt!

consequently, the child could more eosily induce, therUies involved, The,resulti.
obtained do not permit on unequivocal interpretption of the modeling effeCt either

In tertns of information pertaining to the rules rOolved or In terms of greater attention
to tivtas14,which in itself might facilitate rule induction.

a.

Two aspects of the fin-dings suggeAt thPt modeling may have acd-omptishe'd more

than just increase the child's attention to the task. Firit, the conditions did not differ
with respect try We time taken to construct the continuations, At least whit constructing.
Iheir continuations, children in the RM an4C conditions were no more deliberate and

reflective than children in the C condition. Second,' there was evidence that chikflren.

In the RM condition imitated certain aspects of the model's Strategy towith respect ,the-
within-unit rules (exchanges and insertions of pieces), Imitation of this strategy moy
have facilitated conception of the ruleyas genetic..

'file lack of a modeling effect in the higher grodes wos essentially due to a
ceiling-effect; that ta, subjects in all Conditions scored at the two highest levels on the

tasks used in the present study. In comparison to the previous study,. subjeots iri the,resent
study seemed to find tlise tasks easter._ 1Vo hictors may account for this discrepCtr4:
First, subjects in this study come from a somewhat higher sotto- economic background than

did subjects 'tithe previous study. In one study in which somewhat similar sequences made

up of circles, squares, triongles ond, e-crosses as elements wer presented to 10 1/2 year

old students foi extrapolotipn (Engemonn, 19.74), itswas found Chot scores on a traditional

intelligence test correloted with odoptionofo mine sophisticated strotegy for extrapolating

->

4,-
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.suchsequences. it might be that theitamples of children 1.651uclies-ItMettl"of-this., .

. investigation differed in Intellectual level. Second, because only one basic task type
was used in this study, each child was, exposed to several repetitions of essentially the
same task. Since no difference in the level of -performarice between the first half and
the second half of the session' was obtained, a simple learning effect does not seem to

. be implicated. However, the essential similarity of the tasks may-have hejped the
'children to focus in on picking up the rules involved.

Finally, it was thought that a more detailed category system Might be more
sensitive to perfoinionce differences. Priot to an Ottempfto replicate the fin.dings of this

. study, the pattern continaatiOns obtained here were used to generate a 144vel c6tegory
ystetn. Application of this category system did not alter the results, but allowed somewhat
greate differentialion of performan.ceathe higher levels.

Study IV
Relationship of Cogniae Abilities to Children's Continuation of Sequential Patterns

Since the sequence continuation tasks .requireprocessing at information diretly,
pertinent to each task as well las rule conceptualization, it seems likely thal.performance
6n these tasks would be related to cognitive development. The results obtained in Study II
indicated than in the level of children's continuation's of sequential patterns
occurred between grades 1 and 3 and then again between grades 5 and 8. It seemed of
interest to relate the level 'of sequence continuations to performance on several cognitive
tasks topping concrete operational -reasoning, Thespecific tasks chosen were thought to
asses abilities that might be considered to-be involved-also in 'abstracting the rules
governing -such patterns.- Moreover, since the ages of the children in these grades
corresponded roughly to the appearance of concrete operational reasoning and the consoli-
dation of such reasoning, cognitive tasks selected were 'ones' that Ploget and his coworkers

. considered central to this peribd.

The Cognitive taisks'useld included a classolfiterseOtion task, a multiplicative
classification talc and a*Itiple sedation task (Inhelder'and Piaget, .1964). The class

. intersection task reauires the subject to coordinate two separate progressions and to select

an object for the trnteisdction havirig appropriate characteristics 'if;r both progressions,.
Such ability was thought to be related to that needed to coordinate the periodicity of the

sequences marked.by' changes on the difiension indicatinthe units of the sequence with
the constancies across units. The multiple classification task uses two dimensions far

ordering the items and treats each exemplification as representing values on both dimen-

, sions. When, presented in the form of a matrix, this task is facilitated by the perceptual

- fit of the correct element. It was thought that abilities toWed by.the multiplicative
classification task were related to the coordinations needed in the application of the
withinrunit rujes in the sequence continuation tasks. The multiple seriation task rites
the estcgishment.pi transitive relafons 'along two dimensions and the coardinated'ordering
of theseletationi. It was thought that this ability-might be related to the systematic ordering
of changes in the vartableFileces across units, particularly in the colOr-size talks. The '
appearance of-,the foul' logical grouPings asiociated,with simple and multiplicative ,
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classification and Viinple and multiple sertatian mark the attainment of concrete opera- ".
tional..reOsoning., Although simple seriation and class - inclusion tasks havc been used

few'numerous studies of children's cognitive development, there hay/been' relatively few studies
concerned with multiplicative classificalian and multiplexisertOtion tasks and even those were not
particularly concerned with replicating Piaget's procedures (e.g. Mackay, Fraser and ROss,1970).
In the present study, Inhelder and Piaget's (1964) prlicedures were followed.

In addition, the
,c

sequential pattern tcisli.with geometric ni6Cials cibscribed by

Klahr and Wallace (1970)'Was included in order to be able to compare the)3erforrnotice
of subjects on their tdsk.with that On the types of tasks used inthe present investigation.

/
'Striae the modeling effect was obtained only for grade 2 subjects in the pre'viou.s

study, the present study also tried to replicate the modeling effect. OMy the modeling
procedure that hod ajignifitant effect on.peiformOnce was included. 114vas expected
that differences in performance on the cognitive tasks wouldhe relatedto the level of
continuations of sequential patterns and possibly to the degreef facilitation derivefrom
observing a model highlight the rules of the patterns.

.°

Method

Subjects. The children were drawn from the same schools that had*rticlaated
in -the previaUs study, except that grade 3 'subjects were drawn,fromonathercOmEarable
school, because they would have been the same children'who participated in the previous
kudy.as grade 2 subjects. A ta`tal of 112 children participated in this study. Twenty-
Rio children from grade 1, enty children from grade 2; thirty children from grade 3,44)
thirty,ciii4dren from grad 5, a ten subjects fiam grade 8 were tested an the sequence
continuation ,tasks:' In each grade, the children were 'randomly assigned lb one of two
conditions. Nineteen additional subjects were approached (10 from grade 1, 4 from
grade 2, and 5 ftatn- grade 3), but not included in the sample, because of failure to complete,
the preliminary tasks.. Only grad'e 3 and grade5 subjects were given the cognitive tasks.

-

Materials. For the secNence continuotioniasks,, the same motel-1%1s were used,
as In the FTeWoi-is study.

For the cognitive tasks, the designs were drawn on heavy construction paper in
'colored pencil. The choices for the Iwo classification tasks wOre,drawn on 3 in, x 3 in..
cards. The seriatian stfmull were also drawn on the same size

In the sequence continuation tasks modeled after Klahr and`Wallace (1970), the
child was_aresented-with the stem drawn ort--a-strip of construction paper and was asked
to draw In the piece-1.6f came next ile sequence. The stem's for these' sectuences are

. depicted in Figure 5. .

*)-

- Procedure. All the subjects were tested in a spare roam in their sch-Orol. Far
the 'sequence continuation tasks, the procedure was identical to that used in the previous
study, except that a different adult male served at the experimenter-model ond that
only the C and RM conditions were employed.

-
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'Figu're 5, The sequence continuation patterns modeledafter Klahr and Wallace (1970)
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Abdut ti.month hallowing the administration of4the sequence continuation tasks,
subjects lr gr'ades Sand 5 were glye'n the cognitive tasks into second session, Twa
sUbjecti from .grade 3 hod moved and were not included in the same e. The five sequence
continuation tasks modeled ofter Klahr and Wallace were presented first. In oil these tasks,
color and orientation were the two dimensions relevant for \the patterns and varied, indepen-
dently. The orientation of the'shorplypainted triangles alternated direction, while
color*tepeate,cievery third element, v/ith the exception of one task. The subject was shown
the stem of each pattem in turn afid asked to "draw what acmes next" after taking a good

,look at the pattern. five colored penci were made available and The child was asked to
,k.-use the color which he thoUght was bes .,e

'Ntt D

Tkr,ce multiplicative elassieation tasks were-presented next, or each task, a
otrix was presented already'dravfn with the bottom right-cell empty. The subject

was Wn 8 choke cards from,which to sele one for the empty cell. the instructions
were "to find the picture that bees with t other three"; The subject wlis told that the

_picture selected has to fit both Vrth the p ctures in tie top coy' and with the one on the
left and was entiabraged to try all eight mthq space avElilable-before announcing his.
choke. The reliycmt dimensions were si;e and color for all three tasks., They were
modeled after matrix 9 from Inhelder and Piaget (1964,, p. 161) except that 'the specific
stimuli portrayed were geometric *shopesIn the first task, fishes and turtles in the second

and fruits in the 11ira. Performpnce was aided in 'terms of the choice mode by the
subject. No justification for-the choice was ,equired.

Three lass intersection problems were presented next, For,these problems, four
instances of ch class woe portoied and .the subject was asked to select a picture
from an arr of 8 choice eards.that would best fit with both progressions. The subjects,
were encoSidgeti-to .tqall 8 cards before makingstheir finaidecision. The correct .

choice required a 'coordination' of the dimensions of form and color, since in all three
tasks one of the progressions consisted of item's identical in color but varying in form and
the other peogression consisted Of Tit is identical in form but varying in color.. TWo of
the talks used geometric shapes as stimulrand the third depicted common objects.

.
14

.
_
. ..')

The multiple seription task consisted of a 5 x 5 matrix with the'dimensions of size
and shading varied, using circles Os siittulf . ,All 24 cards were spreod out In front of the
subject in an unorganized woy and the child was instructed' "to areange_them in the best
way you think they uld go." If rseriated classes were formed, the child was asked
to ogange the cards fferenffy. no double seriatIon was produced, the experimenter
sedated the largest air les i row according to shade. The child was then instructed to
uarronge_whot goes undeme th." If again no double serio
menter sprinted the column of the darkest circles accortlin

___t_oarranrge the remaining cards, The arrangement made by
..vas:recorded .

t'ors was produed, the expert-
Pp size. The child was diked

the child after each prompt

The expended categoiy system devised from the data of the previous stucly, was
used. to score the sequence continuations. The,category system ig given in Table V.

'"t
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' Table 1
Fourteen-level Category System for Scoring Sequence Continuations

Category 1

Category 2

.C.gtegary 3

.CoWgory 4.

Category'

Category 6

Category 7

ceCategory8

Category 9

Categori10

Category I)

Category 12

Category 13

Category 14 .

4o,

Continuation shows no recognition of p.tem:

Continuation does not- incorporate. the I fiece of the stem,
stig ting no recognition.of units.withip the stem. Use of
c ng strategy was included here.

49.

44

Minimal recognition of pattencindicitited by the 'appliccitiorl of cr
'"same,different" rule; this rule is not applied consistently throOgh-':
out the continuation to the some dimensions of the pieces, and does
not result in the construction of triplets-. . .

t 4 1
Same as Category' , except that the "same- different" rule is applied
consistently to the same dimension.

Continuation shows evidence of recognition' of periodicity in terins,
,Of triplets on some one dimension..

Continuation shows evidenCe of recognition Of periodicity in
terms of two dimensions, but no consistent within unit rule is evident.

Some as Category 6 above, except that o non - specific rule can-
ceming;within-unit change is also manifest in the continuation.-/ ,.

Continuation shows evidence of the correct grasp of behveenunit
rulesof the pattern, except for novel. exemplification. A non-
goecific rule concerning within -unit change is manifest.

Continuation shows grasp of co eCt between-unit rules, except
for novel exemplification. Wit

1/4

in-unit change is incorrectly
, .specified. ,

Continuation shows grasp ioftArrecrbetween-unit rules, except
fot novel exemplification. Specific within-prtit change rules .t.,
are evident, except for novel exemplification.

There is evidence for correct between -unit rules which include
novel exemplification. A non-specific rule coneming within -Unit
change is manifest.

4 --
Same as Categoey. 11 above. except that within-unit change is .

incorrectly specified.

Same as Category 11 above, except that specific within-unit change
rules are evident, but without novel exemplification.

Continuation gives evidence of correct navel exemplification of
.both between and within-unit rules.

r
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The results with respect tcitire effe,"ot of modeling an the level of sequence
continuations essentially replicated the previous study. The level scores combined arass
tasks for subjects inJhe C condition and in the RMcondition were ccimpared within each
grade using the Mann-Whitney test. N6 significant condytion effects w.e obtained for
grades 1 grid 2. Subjects in the RM condition attained sisnWicantly higher level. scores
in grade 3 (U 54.5, p,-= .02) and in giode 5 (U77-- 27, p = .002). In grod9 8, the 'con-
dition effect was not signVicant. The level scores attained in the 'two conditions are
given in Table The finding of a significant modeling effect in higher.grades th&i in the
previous study was thought to be due to the time in the academic year when the two-studies
were conducted. The previous-study was conducted late in the academic year, so that the
grade 2 subjects hod aIrnc:est completed work in that grade. In contrast, this replication
study was conducted in the beginning of the school year, so that children in grade 3
were just starting work far that grode. Moreover, the lack of a significant modeling
effect in grode .2 was partly due to the small N. When data for grade 2 subjects iron(
both ,studies were combined (N = 20 in each conetion), a significant modeling effect was
obtained (U = 117, p

TOble2
The Distribution of Level Scores Attained by.Subjects in the Two Conditions

G;ode

1, Condition 1-4

C 8

RM 5

2

C 6

RM 4

3
C.. 7

RM 1

5-9 10 11-.11 14

2 - 0 .1 0

3 0 2 0

a -6, 1, 0' -

1' 3 0'
.

1 4 .3 . Q

1 5 k. 6 2 '

_ ,.,; .,.... ...

1 ,

:C. 5 6 2 L -
0 1 ,9 , 5 t

8

C 0 0 0 2

(RM 0 0 2 2



Coinparison of
4

that subjects in grade 3
performance of subjects
tasks taken separotely.

'There were clear changes in performance of the sequence continuation tasks
with gge. Kruskql-Wallis analysis of variance showed a sign] cant grade effect in both
the C (H df a,' p < ;001) and the RM condition-(H = 27.0, df 4, p < .001). However,
comparisons of adjacent grades indicated that the significant change in level of performance
occurred tieh.yeen grades 5 and 8 in the C condition and between grades 3 and 5 in, the
RM condition. This finding supports ,theprevitqus conclusion that observation of .the'madel
constructing the stem for each p.attem increases the frequency of higher-level continua-

, tions among younger subjects.

51:

the four color-shape tasks withthe four color' -size tasks Indicated,
attained slightly higher scores on the color-size tasks. However,
in the RM and C conditions differed significantly on types of

The Numbe?of Subjects
Table*1

who Correct! inued the Klahr and Wollace Sequences

Number of seavences continued correctly

Grode N 0 1 2 3 4 5

3 28

5 30

19

41

5,
8

1

3.
2

4

1

3

0

1

-,.

$

The level of perforr;"bnce on the cognitive tusks was generally low far both grade
.3 and grade 5 subjects. Even on the'Klahr- and Wallace sequence Continuation problerfis,
the degree of success was low, although grade 5 subjects did better than grade 3'subjects,
-as shown in Table 3. The incorrect continuotions were generally doe to failure to co-
orciloate the twp dimensions of change; ,subjects either idrew n .,the correct orientation or.

the-corret color, but not both. jhere was no cleareviderice thak either dimension was
more seillept fro.rn the incorrect continuations., There was also no difference in performance
between subjects in the two modeling conditions op these problems.

'

Tab'? 4
T he Number of Subjects .who Correctly Solved the Multipljoative Classification Problems

Number of problems correct

Grade N 0 .. 1 2 . 3

.3 28 17 5 4

5 30 12 8 7 3

On the multiplicative clossi-fication problems (matrices), about half of the
subjects foiled to make even,one correct selection, as shown in Tobje 4. Grade 5 subjects
did somewhatjbetter than grode 3 subjects, although the errors mode seemed to be similar
in both'gradess Some subjects adopted a strategy of selecting o picture that matched one

. of the three alreody given in the matrix.. Tfiose-subLects who attempted to coorstinote more
than one dimension,. made two types of errors. They either focussed in on one of the pictures'

$
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if,
in the ti]atrix, tmcl changed it in only one dimension, keeping the two other dimensions
constant;. or, they selected to fill the empty cell by selectingo picture that matched
the to object in some one dimension and the left-bottom object in another wit44out

.. ,

considering the motrix as a whole. .
a A

Table 5
The Number of Subjects who Correctly Solved the Class Intersection Problems.

Grade N. 0 1 2 3 .
3 , 28 . 14 3 5 5

5 30 10 3 5 12

-

Overall, the -rformonce on class intersection problems was quite similar to that
op the multiplicative classificotion problems, .gi's_hovm in Toble 5. There was no good' 2
rePitionship between performance, in the two classification tasks, however, except that
iris intersection appeored to be aclieby:ed somewhot prior to raultiplicotive classificotion.

No subject who succeeded on all th-Tet At4tiplicative crassfication tasksfoiled all doss
intersection problems,'-olthough there were some instances Of the reverse.. Tliieerrpls,
made on the class intersection problems were komewhotslifferent in the two grade In

grade 3, subjeci4 tended to select a picture motching one of triost adjacent to the
-..

empty cell. In grade 5, subjects tended to be correct on one of the dimensions, but
copy the other from one of the two progressions.

K

, e (Toble6 . ...
The Number of Subjects Forming o0oublelSeriation Matrix Aft' Different Prompts

Spontantaneously Top Row Sedated by E One Column Sedated by E

Grade N

3 28 0

5 30. 4

*

8

13 7

On The multiple seriation task,' very few subjects even in grode 5 constructed
the double sedation- matrix. With help from the experimenfer, a numb& of children
fuct eeded in forming a matrix, as shown in Table-6. Practically no instances were
observed of subjects who would seripte with grouping on Only one dimension, thot is,
where strings ofpictures serioted by. size or shading would be constructed,, with the

. other dimension kept constont, without_being Organized into a matrix. Such behavior
was recorded by infielder. and Pioget (1964).

Corss-clossification of subjects in both grodes revealed very little consistency
in perfoririante across these four types of tasks. To some extent, the low consistency

,,ir) performance ocross the different-Piogetion tosks wos expected, since ?uch low Con-
sIstency hos been the most prevalent finding- in studies on cognitive functioning within

- , the condrete operotionol period.' Nevertheless, by grode 5, some consolidation should
:t ik. . *

.4.
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have been takingplace and greater consistency might Wave been anticipated. More
disappointing was the lack of relationshipletween performance on the Piagetian tasks
and-the level of continuation on either the-Klahr and Wallate sequences or the ones
used in the Present. study. There was,n6 relationship even in performance on the two types
of sequence continuation problems.'

biscussion

Thereplication of the modelirtg effect on the levehof contintiations constructed
by sequential pattems suggests that observation of the highlighting of rules involved in such.
patterns facilitates induction of these rules in children who possess some, capacity to operate,
with them. Modeling was not effective with the.grade'8 subjects since they were performing'
at the, top levels spontaneously, bearing out the finding in the previous study. that such
sequences are mastered by grade 8. With more intricate patterns that would be difficult for
order subjects, modeling highlighting their rules would be exericted to be effective for
such order subjects. The limitation of the modeling influence to a Particular age,ranbe
should not betaken as a general finding, but os due to the particular tasks and demonstration

'strategies that were selecfed in the present study. - ., - A

. . .4,, .h.

. Given the age. found in the level of sequence continuations, it still seems
recisonable fo assume thortOgnitive abilities are related to rule induction 'and Jule-
coordinatian . The failure to obtain,any-elationship between the Piagetian tasks and
performance on The sequence continuation problems may 'be due to se3eral factors. First,

' ' the cogrlitive tasks selected may have 'been inappropriate, although on logical grounds they
seem to tap.similor obilities.at the seguence continuation_tosks. FuOhermore,.,the child,
was ask 'to make a choice.in-th,e Piageian problems and scorin.g was made on the basis
of these. hoices (a fill-in procedtite); ,a` clinical procedure was not fo owed and explan-
ations fo choices, were not elicited. R is conceivable that a mare ch ical and detailed

t
administrO ion of the Piagetian tasks would reveol relationships thath.we're not found in
the present study. Also, the multiple seriation and the miltiple classification tasks may
lie more difficillt than has been assumed.' The difficulty of the multiple seriationtask has
been noted in a previous study (MacKay, Fraser and Ross; 1970). Similarly, Overton
and Brodzinsky (1972) found that the multiplicative 4

and Piaget's procedure was difficult for grade 3 children. More variance In scares on`such
cognitive tasks May have to be obtained to show any relationship to performance on other
tasks.' Finally; performance rimy be much mote context bound that has been assumed in
cognitive theory. Toussaint.(1974) has pointed out thatvarious,test situations which may
be equivalent in terms of logical or structural demands may have very different information-_
processing requirements. The latter type of differences- pay account for the,,low correlatiOns
found.repcillkdly between performances on different tests-of concrete operational reasoning,
Similarly; iv-hi le different types of seque4e continuation tasks may demand rule induction
and rule coordination., even utilizing siffiilar perceptual ciiMensions, there may be suffidient
specificity in the task) to permit very varied performances on the.V. ,,This latter point is - 4

:fsupPorted also by the finding of little relationship between performance art the two types of
sequence continuation tasks. It moy be that prior to formal operationallinking, rules tend
tai be construed non-generically, giving considerable weight to specific contextual factors.

4 . fe
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.Study V.
sConstruction. and'Recogni lion of Continuations for Sequential Patterns

The finding that modeling affects the ley el of continuation of sequential patterns
suggested that help with the induction of the rules of a pattern facilitates performance.
.The.prEfient-stody was aimedat investigating whether the other facet of the task -- coordin-
ated application of the rules in constructing a continuation -- accounts for some of the task

difficulty. 1.t has been found that for many cognitive actiyities, passive knowledge, exceeds
active knowledge: -For example, this seems to hold Icy language in language aapisition
(e.g., Goldin- Meadow, Seligman and Gelman, 1976) and for memory in terms of better.
recognition memory than reproduction memory (e.g., Brown, 1975a): Generally, in -
situations requiring passive knowledge, the context provides some support for the schema-
tized knowledge that is required. Where choke has to be made among alternatives
already given (recognition), the alternatives contain cues for the requisite knowledge.

The present study attempted to determine ifchildren,would show a better grasp'
of the rules for sequential patterns when required to recognize an appropriate continuation
than when required to construct it from available materials.

Method

Sub'ects, A totpl of 60 children, twenty epch fibm grades 2, 5, and. 8,
attending Worcester, Mass.public schools; participated in this study: .

\._/

Matoricils. Ahe sequence continuation: tasks we.re IdenticOl'to theopes used
"in Study described previously:

In the recognition part of.the study, the same sequences were employed. Large

12.1n x 18 ire* trays were used to present the four .different continuations from which the
subjects -had to choose the best one -for each sequence. Each continuation consisted of
5 pie es taped' fizz! differenttray. The pieces were identical to the ones used In the

construe ion part of the study.

Procedure. Eacksublect was tested individually in a spare room in the school.
Half°of the children in each grade were given the recOggition part of the study first and

then the construction of the sequence contiaaftions; half participated in the two. parts
of tile study in reverse order.

The construction part was administered in arLidentical manner to the control

condition of Study III.. For the.subjects presented with the recognition part of the study

first, only one of the two preliminary tcisks:used in Study III was given and a preliminary
recognition task replacedthe second preliminary_task. ,A simple alternating pattern
of.a yellow and blue square was 'shown together with four two -piece continuations and file

child was asked to #lect the best one. The second preliminary continuation_ task was

shown immediately prior to the construction part of the study. For the subjects administered

the construction part first, the preliminary recognition task was p.iverk immediately prior

to,,the.recognition part of the study.

0
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the stem for each sequence was already 'constructed ork,a board and Was planed
In front of the subject, The four trays w itit the four continuations for that sequence were
an-gaged In a 2x 2 nstrix k front of the subject to the right of the stem. The four
.-continuations represented four different levels, of performance: (1) a repetition of the
stem from the beginning, equivalent to no recognition of. units; . (2) completion of the -

. fourth unit by repetition of the first piece of that unit twice andthen a repetition from
the beginning, equivalent to a recognition of only the periodicityin the sequence; (3)
continuation-manifesting both between 'and within-unit rules, but with novelty drily-Jor
the between-unit rules; (4) coordination of both between and within-unit rules with novel.
exemplification. %These continuations were taken to represent category levels 1, 3, .6, and
7 In the category system used in Study II. The position of the highest-level continuation
was rotated rhrough.the four cells of the tray arrangement acrOst skis.

An adult male served as experimeilter. A second experrimenti3r recorded the
chokes made by the subjects in the recognition part of the study as well as the continuations
they constructed, The seven-level category system was used to score the results since it had
been employed in divising the altematives from which the subjects were asked to choose
in the recognition part of the study.

Results .

Bbth the continuations constructed by the subjects and their recognition chokes
were,coded in terms of: category level!. Analyses were conducted to examine for the effects
of oriier'bf admiiiistration on both the-construction and the recognition level scores. Order
was significant only for the construction scores on one oftheeigh4 tasks for grade 4, subjects
(Morin-Whiteney ,U < .08): It was concluded that orger!was hot a significant
variable and was disregarded in subsequent analyses.

''' 'table 1
The Number of Subjects performing at Each Category Level in the Construction of Continuations

4,

Grade 1. 2

Catepiy
i A

evel

5 7

2 . 4 5 -4 :4 3 - 0
Oirr41

5. 1 0 . 3 . 2

8 1 0 0 1 3 12

, 't ..., .

, Kruskal-Wallis analyses of variance on level score; showed a significant_ grade
c t

effect for constructioits as well- as for recognitions (H = 12.2,, df = 2, p < ,01 for recognitions, . ,.

With age, children obtained' higher, level scores.as shoWn inwTable 1 and in ,Table. 2. The
results from the construction part of.the study bear out the findings of Study Ilt'in that by , ,..

At.

grade 5, the children recognized both between and within-unit rules, but did not Use novel
exemplifications, while by grade 8, novel exemplifications were used by the Majority of tTie

63
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children, 'In the recognition part of the study, grade 2 subjects tended to select. randomly .

. from among the foUr continuations presented to them. Grade 5 subjects diVided their choices
..., ,about equally between category 6 and category 7 continuations, while grade 8 subjects v-

'selected mostly category 7 continuations.

Table 2
The Number of Subjects Selecting Each Level of Continuation in e Recognition Part

Grade

ContinuatiOri Level

2

5 , 2

.1

5

2

0

7

9

4

7'

15

. ,
1A comparison of the level scores for constructions and for recognt choices

by'means of the Wilcoxon's test revealed that recognitions were at a higher level than
constructions for subjects in emery grade (Grade 2, T = 14, N = 18, p < .0i;i Grade 5,
T 12, N = 12, p = .05; Grade 8,. T = 01 N.-..'= 6, p = .05). The same comp rison carried
out for each task individually revealed significantly higher recognition than...construction
scores on cill, tasks'in grade 2. In the two other grades, 'recognition scores were higher only

. on two of the eight tasks, one a color-shape task andorie a color-size task. Thejack of
significance in these specific task comparisons was mainly due to the high level scores
obtained by subjects in the construction part of the study, resulting in many instanes'of
namilfference between- recognition and continuation scores, .

Disussion '----.

,.-... .
The results from this study supported the hypothesis that ohildren have d better

grasp of rules involved In sequential *terns than they manifest in the continuations that
,they. construct. The finding,is similar to a report regarding construction 6nd recognition

-.of sedation (BliickstOck and i<ing,,,1973), However, the significant age trend for the
-recognition choices indicates that the difficulty is not mainly in the conistruction.process.

' The younger children select continuations at a higher leverstlian ones they build on their
own, but they do riot select the ones at the,very highest .level Consequently, it seems
that withctevelopment; there is inorrerAng understanding of sequential pattern's and ability
to coordinate different rules specifying 'the pcitterns. Before tiffs understanding is shown .,.
in the continuations constructed by the child, it can be manifest in the choices of already-
Wilt continuations. Previous studies In this investigation,have shown that- this understanding
can be elicited through exposure to contexts that provide more information about, the rules
involved°, such as modeling. - ,

....- .
.! 4 % - e I
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In addition, the
.

superiority of recognition over construction performance suggests
,
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that at the level of ,.oncrete operational reasoning, the undeistonding of sequential

patterns may be more concrete than generic; that is, the pattern may be known only in
terms of the elements through which it is presented. Because of this concrete unierstanding,
novel extrapolations of sequences may be difficult, more difficult. than reconstruction of the

pattern as already given in 'the stem. The choice of rontinUations involving noviiIty hi. the
recognition part may be due to perceptual pulls 'of the design rather than togerieric under-.
standing.of therules involved. Thus, the concretesform of understanding oethesePatterns
would suggest that specific aspects of such taiki, should have an important role, Those fas

'In whiceothe configurirticnal aspects highlight the pattern may be easier than those without
distinctive configurational supports for the'pattern. Considerable variation In performance

across ti,oes of materials might-be expected. Findings from Study III of this investigation;
in fact, bear out such ail 'expectation.

- 0 r

Study VI
,,,,,Continuation and Memory of Sequential Patterns

I, In his more recent writings, Piaget has drawn the distinction between figurative
and operative aspects of knowledge (cf. Piaget, 1969). By the former, he refers to knowledge'
,derived from direct perception which includes specification of perceptual proPrties and
concrete attributes through images and perception-based schemata, Operative knowledge,
on the other hand, refers to the schemes of intelligence constructed in the process of inter-
action with the world, but abstracted so as to serve as.generic rules for cognitive activity.
It is recognized that in intellectual activity, the individual emplays both figurative schemata

and operative schemes, yet it has been difficult to specify exactly how the two types of
knowledge interact and support one another.. Inhelder and Piaget41964') hove commented

that it is often difficult to specify their interaction in a concrete task except thrOugh an

empirical study.. Nevertheless, as a result of their studies on classification;' Inheider and ,-

Piaget concluded that multiplicative operations do not spring from the earlier graphic
structures despite the perceptual support that the matrix layout of the multiplicative
classification problems provides for the child. Rather, multiplicative operations and additivq4
operations are said to be constructed in parallel steps and in interaction with each'

j Recently, Toussaint (1974) also raised the,issue of the relation between figurative and tisk

operative aspects of knowledge in the nericid of concrete operational reasoning,. While
demonstrating that greater synchrony irr peformance-on concrete operatlonol tasks can be
obtained if they are equated with respect to their figural aspects; this study also found a

reasoning,close parallel betty en the more operative and the more figurativeineasure of'

Thus, it conclude that the effect of figurative aspects of tasks must be specifically evaluated--
l

rather than ignored in assessing logical compefence. Despite the rexognitIon of.,The impmrtanie

of the problem concerning the relation of figurative and operative aspects ,f intelligence,
relatively little is known obiut the role played by figurative supports in hitellectual activity.
Often thisproblem is subsumed under context or situationol effects.in intellectual functioning.

Figurative knowledge clearly plays a role in specific memory, although memory
generally relies tom large extent on abstract schemes (cf. Piaget and Intl-elder,. 1973),

For example. the greater proficiency of recognition than of reproductions.memory seems ft'
Indieate that figurative aspects ate important, although other skills influence, performance

65
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In memory tasks (Brown, 19756). In view of the findings in ,previous studies of this investigation
that conceptualization of sequential patterns seems to be offected by the opportunity to rely
on the figurative aspects of the situation, the present study was conducted to explore this
factor further. In oth Studies III and it was found that observation of.model constructing
The stem for a sequ ce in such a way that the different rules governing the sequence were
concretely demonstrate facilitoted continuation.using those rules. "Simi) y, in Study

'It wasefound that 411drenselected higher-level continuations from a se of continuations than
they constructed an their own. These differencei in perforniance can e seen as indicating
that figurative factors'help to represent the rules gOverning.sequentia atterns and to utilize
them in constructing continuations of such patterns; In the present stud , e level of contin-
uation-of sequeves was compared to memory for tu'Fh sequences.

441fr .

In addition, since some task differences were obtained in Study 11 due hot only to
the type of pattern involved but also to the perceptual, dimension which was used to code a

sparticular rule,' the present study systematically explored the form -color dimensions within
these tasks, since these two dirnensicins have been most frequently studied in the literature
dealing with the effects of perceptual dominance on concept formation.

Method ,

Subjects, A total'of 64 children, 3 from grade 2 and 31 from grade 5 served as
subjects. They were drawn frarn'Worces' ter, Mass, public schools and were equally divided
between boys and girls. Three additional grade 2 subjects did not complete the preliminary
tasks and were excluded from the sample. The children° from each grade were assigned
randomly to one'of two task conditicks:

Simple.geometric shapes painted different colors were used as
'elements for the sequences. Six different geometric shapes were used: square, circle,
triangle, diam'ond, ellipse, and rectangle. The Ke-ces were painted in red, blue, gieen,
yellow, orange, and brown colors. All the pieces ,were 1 1/2 in. high, except thatane of
the preliminary tasks used 1 in. pieces and the other - 2 in. pieces.

,The stems for the sequences were presented to t childon a wooden board
( 5 ft, x*5 in: 1. The pieces from' which the child was as__ed to construct a continuation
of the seq&.nce or to reconstruct- the stem were presented in a shailOw wooden container
( 11 1/2 x 13 1/2 in; ). .

'` Procedure. Each child was tested individually by a female experimenter indi
spore room, ih FRe-Ta.00i. The experimenter sat opposite the child and recorded the child's

4 behavior in constructing the seqUerices. '

The children assigned to the Color-tasks _Condition were' givehlasks in which
; color shange marked the periodicity of the sequence; the' elements were identical in color

withrri a unit and differed in rolor frOm all other units. Those apigned to the Form-tasks
condition (FT) were given sequences in which-form change mark the'periocticity dr the
sequence. Additional within-unit rules for sequences in each con Hon were Marked by
changes in the other dimension; i.e., in the CT condition, diff encei in form specified

, the withih units rules. Thus,,neither condition retied purely on form or color for the pattern



of the 'sequences.'

All subject 'ere given.two/eliminary_ tasks apprOpriate to the condition to
Which they were assi d.-.Tiae first preliminary frisk involved the alternation of a single
eiemZt ancrthe second task involved the alterncilion of a three-element unit. Those tasks
were used to.make sure that the subje is understood the instruction "to continue the pattern".

f

For each of the tasks, once the child h continued. the sequence, the pieces making upthe
ked td reconstruct the .sequen,ce from memory.

p form the two preliminary tasks were excluded
pattern were mixed up and the child was
Those children who could not successfully
fpm the sample. ,

.11

The 16 subjefts in the CT condition w. thin each grade were administeredeiglit
co OpeYosks.' These tasks preset le four diff rent patterns: (1) an alternating pattern;

pattern in which either the la Or middle pie e of a unit is different frorithe Where,
o and from all previous different-sh e pieces; (3 a, repetitive pattern in which all the

(1 pieces within ,cf.unit are of different shape from each other,-but retain their positions,acrasi
wit:6i (4) a repetitive pattern in which all the pieced within a unit are of different srlape

from each oth and rotate from right to left in their poiltiois acrostunits. Thesd patterns
were strait to.those employed in Study II. Two tasks represented each pottern. The subjects;
to the FT ondition were given analogous patterns except that form was used to designate°

T e stems of the sequences used in the present study ar'e shdc4n in Figure

For all patterns, the units were composed 0f three elements. Each stem consisted _

ofihree units and the firit piece of a fourth unit. -'To continue' qie.seques-tce the subject
was required to complete the fourth unit and to construct 0.fifth unit. In reconstructing the'
pattern, the subject was requested 1'8 putdown. What he could remember, but scoring was
based on the first three units of each sequence. For the continuations there were 27 pieces
In the container for each, task given to the subject, representing a repetition of the stem,
a correct continuation, and,varieus pieces'needed to construct a variety of intermediate
continuatioms. For the reconstructions, the child worked with the 15 pieces' representing
the stem `and the continuation ConstrucFedfby the child. ._.

The four types of patterns were presented in counterbalanced order across-
,subjects; the two tasks of ke same,type were Presented one after the other. After Cam.
pletion of the,p-elimina-y tasks, the subject was first asked to "continuethe Nottern" and
forewarned "I want you to remembeil the pattern, too" before each of-the eight tasks in turn.'
Once the continuation was constructed, the pieces were jmixeclup and the-subject was,
asked "Now, do yOu remember how the pattern went ?" and-told "Try to pot downas much

'CT you can remember.',! -

''q``
-,The. continuations were scored Using the 14-level category4system erdOloyeci in

Study IV. The reconstructions were scored for accurarkin terms of the number of pieces
remembered correctly as well as for the'levifof rule-co31-irination nianifest in the ream-.
structiorf. Since two!tasics were administered For each type -of Potterp_, the higher Of the two
level scores was used as the subject's score for that type of pattern. 43 si .,°°°
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61.

-
Prelimina-y analyses indicoted the sex of subject and order of task presentation

were not significant vcria'oles and were disregarded in sasequentanalyses. Analyses
,of variance were usedas a first step in Analyzing the

? ,

A 2 ( grade) x2 (conriltionlx 4 (type of pattern) analysis of variance on the
level scores obtained for continuations indicated thorgrade.-5 subjects scored higher°.than
grade 2 subjects = 6.52, df 1, 60, p < .05) and that Cf subjects scored highe) than
FT, subjects (F = 7.74, df 1, 60, p < .01). The grode by type of pattern interaCtion,was.:
also significant (F ="3.05, df 3. 180, p--<;05), apparently due mainly to different performance
on the third type of pattern, on Which grad 5subjects tended to do better relative to the
other types.

A 2*(kgrade) x2 (condition) x 4 (type of pattern) nalysis of variance on the level
scores obtained for reconstructions or these patterns showeda sirificant glade effect
(F = 6.65, df 1, 60, p <.05),condition effect,(ff = 9,74, df 1, 60, p .01), pattern effect
(F,---; 11.41, dF , 180, p < .01),. and a significant condition by pottern'interaction (F = 6.38,
dF 1', 180, p < .01). Grade'5 subjects obtained highei scores on reconstructions than grade
2 subjects and subjects in the CT condition obtained higher scores than-subjects in the FT
condition. In view of the apparent importance orthe type of pattern, analyses of variance .

were carried out on each. type Of pattern separately.
(

A 2 (grade) x 2 (condition) x 2 (continUationireconstruction) analysis of variance
on level scores for the first type of pattern (alternations) indicated the reconstruction scores

,.were higher than continuation scores (F=9.06, df 1, 60, p < .01), No other significant
effects were obtained. As would be expected From performance on the pwItminary tasks,
alternating patterns were within the competence of subjects from both grades. The mean ,

, _

level scores are shown in. Table 1.

) Table 1
Mean Level Stores for Continuations and Reconstructions of the Alternating Pattern

"

,,Grade 2 ..Continuatrons
-.Reconstructions

Grade 5 Continuations
Reconstruftions

CT

8.82
9.53

9.33
10.4),(3
4-N ,

Condition
FT

'7.94
9.25

8.75
.1o, op

at .

A 2 (grade) x r(condition) x-2 (continuatiOn7r.econstruction) dinalysis of variance
ori level scores for the second type of pattern (one different element within each- unit, see
figure 6) indicated that grade 5 subjects achieved ,higher scores than grade .2 subjects,
(E = 6.18, df. 1, 60, p < .05), that CT subjects achieved highei- scores than FT. subjects
(F = 13.76, df 1,60, p < .01), and that reconstruction scores were higher thO'n 'continuotion
scores (F =.44.90,'df 1, 60, p < .01). None.of the interactions we-4e significant. The
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'results are shown rruTable 2.

kr

rr Ta -Ste 2

iitieorele41 Scores kir Continuations and Reconstructions of the Second Pattern

' Condition
CT FT

.

Grate 2
Continuationi 8.88 6.81

. 1

Reconstructions 12.12
.#

8,75
.

.'=---.- Continuations .11,07 7.94Grade 5-
- .

`,,,,Reconstructions 14.03 ' 11.19
-

For the third type of pattern (each piece a different shape within'the unit, see
Figure 6), a 2 (vile) x ^2 (condition) x 2 (continuation/reconstruction) analysis of variance
indicated that grade subjects scored higher t 'han grade 2 subjects (F = 8.50, df 1, 60,

CT,subjects achieved higher scores than FT subjects (F = 8.43, df 1, 60, p < .01),,
and that reconstruction ,scores wdrehigher than continuation scores (F =8,87, df 1 60,
p There wertno srgnificalit interactions, since the relatively lOwer reconitructiox
scores of grade5 subjects:were due to low scores of a few subjects. .The results'a-e shown
in Table a.

To"ble'3
Mean' Level Scores for Continuations and Reconstru

't CT

Continuations 8.41
Grade

Reconstructions 11.88

off the Third Type of Pattern

Condition
FT

6.44

9.69

Continuation's 11.87 13,87
Grade 5.

Reconstructions 9.03 0.3)
,

For the fourth typl.. of pottem involving.° withinTunit rotation rule (see Figure 6),
a 2 (grade) x 21condition) x 2 (continuation / reconstruction) analysis of variance showed

4 ,

no grade effect, apparently due toiower scores on thesefp'sks by grade 5 subjects, The
Ct subjects scored Maher than the FT subjects (F = 4.33, df , 60, p < .05) and reconstructions
had higher scores thah continuations (F =56.54, dF 1, 60, p < .01). There were no
significant interactions. The results are shown inTable 4. . . t

..

-7u ,
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Toble 4
Mean Level- Scores for Ccintinuotions and Reconstructions of the Fourth Type of Potter

Grade 2'

Grade 5

Condition
CT

Continuotions, 8.18

Reconstructions 10.94.
r r

Continuations icj.60 8.00

Reconstructions' 12.53 10.87

.FT

7.50

11:19

.li

In sum, for oll to;ks, reconstructions ochieved higher scores than continuotions and,
with the exeeption-of.the oltemoting pattern, subjects in the CT colditionochieved higher
scores than subjects in the FT colditio7, Gro3e 5 subjects performed better except on the
fourth type of pattern; the withinunit rototion Rite wosiciond to be difficult in Study II' .

as well, With the olternoting pattern, grade 5 subjects constructed and reproduced correct
continuations, therefore, the lack of o grade effect wos due to the eosiness Of the tosk.

To followbp tip apparently getter performance on reconstructions thari on continuations,
WI looxon's tests were conducted on the level scores ochieved f?r each task within each grole.
For subjects in t1e CT condition, reconstructioi.,scores were sigiificcritly higher for aUtsks
with the exception of one of the reotion4ule tosks for grade 5 subje.k. :For subjects In the
FT ocrditlon, significcintlihigherwreconstrvction scores were riot obtoined on two tasks
within each gro3e, gut the tosks Were not the some. For grade 2 subjects, the differences
weremot sigitficanr for tasks representing the second type of pattern; _while for grade 5
subjects, the tasks representing the fourth type of pattern were equivalent. Overall, however,
these nonporo-netric analyses supported the conclusion That reconstructions manifested o
higher level of rule usogethan conlinuotions.

' . The reconstructions were evoliiated in terms of accuracy os well. Accuracy was,..., .

determined by counting the number of pi-eces'in the same positions as in the stern given to
v f

the subject-by the exollinser. A" r(grole) x 2 (condition) x 4 (type of pattern) analysis
of variance on occu-OCY df reconstruction...scose.s..indkated that graJe 5 subjects were more-

,. accurete thlrig-ccle 2 subjects (F = 10.12, df 1, 60, p < .01) and that subjects in the CT
condition Were more accurate than subjects in the Frtondition (F = 7.74, df 1, b0, .p.< .01).
This effect was modified by a significcrit grade by condition intero:tio (F = 12.44, dF 1, 60,
p< .co):, ,Subjects in grade 2 were °bout- equoily bccufate in both conditipis,.but subjects
in g-ode 5 were more accurate Iii the CT ccridition. The type of pottem effect wos sig= , .

' nificznfm-well (F = 98;92, dF 3; 180, p < .01)., The mean_azcurocy sco-es for the
differe* tipesoF patterns ore. Shown in Toble- 5. ...

40 i ..

Recon.struction occurocy scores _ordered the fou- patterns in difficultif from Pattern
I t6 Pattern IV in both conditions its the sane way as they hod been o' Bred using the

, level scores.. As deor an ordering of the four types of patterns in difficulty was not
41":" obtained Using the sequence continuotion doto. . .:_- _

. ,

4.

f/ 44,t,
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TaSle 5
Mean Reconstruction Accurocy Scores for the Four Types of Pottems

Grode

4

5

Condition

CT

FT

CT

FT

1

7.0

8.3

9.0
7.8

II

4.4

4.2

7.3
'4,4

Potted,

III

3.6

3.5

5.8

3..0

IV

. 2.0

2.1 ,

, 3.3

2.3
4

64,

5

Cansistentry, subjects in the CT condition Or-formed ot o higher-level than subjects
in the FT condition to the extent thot grade differences were not opporent in the FT condition
on some tosks. M first glance, this finding moy 6ppeo- contradictory to the literoture
indicating better performcsice on -concept formotion tosks with form os the relevant dimension.
It must be recoiled thot both form and color were relevant to speCify oil the rules for the
tosks used in the present study. However, in the CT condition, form specified the within-
unit rules, while in the FT condition, it delineated the Units of the pattern. Evidence
obtained in previmis studies suggests thdrspecific within-unit rules ore induced by Subjects
with greoter difficulty than the between' -.nit rule. It may be thot coding the more difficult
within-:unit rules through the more perceptually salient form dimensionfocilitotep
recognition of those rules and results in higher level or more accurate performan

43 Discussion

The better performance on reconstructions than on coVinuotions supports the hypothesis
that figurative aspects of the patted, facilitate.its representation. This evidence is in occord
'with that obtoined in previous studies concerning bereft recognition of correcf continuations
and the effect of modeling on level of continuations in suggesting that the cognitive compe.tince
to induce the rules fair these pottems may be insufficient for eir full utilizotion ot the time

ch corsipetenCe is first-being developed; it is in this 3'"thot performcnce can be
facilitoted through contextual supports. It should be noted thot the difference between
continuations and -econstructions was clearer for grade 2 subjects than 'for g-a4e 5 subjects,
since the latter were able to Ja.4.rform ot higher - levels in the construction part of the study.
These results parallel the findings on modeling effects, since modeling wasjoold-fo hove
o greater impact on younger'than on older subjects.

.

The ardering of the four types of patterns in difficulty isofiiit:erest; That the
alternating pottertis are the easiest is not surpriiing, since they a-e defined by osmaller

_ number of rules except for rule's specifying the identity of elements, nb other specific
withln-unitPrules o-e employed. There can be no novel exernplIficotions and the Iiigh.st
category levels do riot apply to them.. Tbesecond type of pattern was identical to thot used
in StUdiet ill, IV and..V.__ This type of potter, was slightly less diffic ult than fhe third.type
of pattern in which all three elements wifhiri o silt differed from eo:h other, but remained
.ideritical across units., In this qiira type of pattern, there is no within-unit novelty possible,

na%
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but there is a larger numberof relotiOnsbefiveen elements within a' unit that must be
specified. It was thought originally thot this third' type of pattern' might, be eosier than, the
second type; since there is no requirement to do an across-units comparison'to determine
the characteristics_of a within-unit eleMeot. However, this was not the case.' Either the
greater number of relations within the unit made up r, the across-units comparison, or.the
repetitive change in, the same position across un the second type of.pattern'added
salience to the change and counteracted the added cognitiVe demand of the additional .

com rison. Restle "(1973) has suggested on the basis of work with adult subjects that
structural complexity does not occount coTpIetely for the difficulty of serial pattems,,since
subjects use a variety of operations to organizelhe patterns. In any.4ase,. the difference
in difficulty between the second and the third type of, pattern in the present. turfy was not
great. The fourth type of pattern was the most difficult, as Might have been expected.
Th&rotation rule for specifying the position of specifid elements within units requires a
maiiipulation of all three elements in relation to each other and a comparison back ta,the
preVious unit it to obtain an anchor-paint for the rotation._ This fourth type of pattern proved
quite difficult even for grade 5 sObjeets.,

1The-Clear relation between the difficulty of the pattern and the number of rules
(

that neect,:to be coordinoted to specify that pattern suggest that an anlisis of the conception
of sequential patternsin terms of constituent rules is a meariingful prodedure. Moreover,
it suggests that different ways for conveying information to the subjects obout the rules ..
governing o pottem should focilitate, comprehension of the. pattern in parollel with findings .

regarding acquisition-of er concepts. 4 , ..1
..4. . 4.f S..

6
Study VII

The Effects of Modeling on Construction and Recognition of Sequential Patterns
4 -A

The pi.evious study _monstroted that children could reconstruct-a sequential
pattern from memory better tan they Gould contintseit: Although it was argued that

their-greoter facility with recakstructions was due to support that the figurative aspects
of the olready-constructed stem gave to the organization of the pattern, the study dici not
rule out the posiidilify that simple,memory for the location of a few of the pieces instile stem ,
may have prodded the higher reconstruction scores. For example, Blockstock and King '-
(1973) found that differentiigural oriangaments facilitated recognition than-reconstruction
in a seriotion task. Consequerixtly; it was thought"desirable to contrast children's ability'
to' Contini..$e i seasentiol pattern with their thinly to construct the some pattern with new
materials of vdr),,ing similarityto the originol. 'Coasequently,"in tlit present study, rather

than being asked to reconstruct the pattern witii identicol materials; children were asked to

, t ,reconstructreconstruct it With novel materials._ .
. ' A second aim of. this study was to tie in the effect of observing a model high- .

ligfit the rulegoverning a pattern with children's obilityto eontinuesequential patterns .. ,ancrto reconstruct them. It seemed of interest to determine whether the effect of observing
a mOdel `was. specific* to the pattern and the materials thatthe.moriel had used or w ether
it would,generoliie to the construction of the same pattern with novel materials, oreover,
since previous studies had shown the effectiveness of modeling when contrasted with a .

7.3
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condition in-which the child does not witness the construction of the stem, the pesent-
study:examined two modeling conditions that differed only in the ,exten\t to which the rules
governing the pattern were emphasized'in the model's actions. St Udiesof modeling have
found that addition of verbal rule statement to inodeYing enhanOes the modeling effect
(e.g ZimmermOn,i 1974). .

To further investigate the role of the specific Materials in the child's understanding
of sequential patterns,' children were asked not only to cetritinue the patterns, but also to
choose from among four alternatives a,pattem most similar to the sequence they had just

-seen. In contrast to Study V, howev4r, the choices were constructed from materials different
from the ones used to present the sequence. The novel materials were identical tothe novel
materials provided for the reconstruction of the patterns. In this ?way, reconstruction could ,

Ts again compared to recognition, but (n this study the patterns were embedded in novel,
materials. It was again-expected shpt there would be better performance on recognition
than on construction.

In sum, the aim of the present study was to bring together the ,varioui ways that
had been used to enhance children's conceptualization of sequenHal patterns (modeling,
recognition) and to examine the gerieralization of the understanding of such patterns to
new Materials. Two age levels from the-range. at which the understanding-of sequential
patterns had been found to be most modifiable were selected to permit some analysis of changes

-Nvith development in the. effedts of the variables employed.

'Method

4?

Subjects. A total of 64 subjects, 32 from grade'3 and 32 frOrn grade 5 participated
in, the study. fwo additional grade 3 subjects were excluded from the sample due, to failure
on the preliminary tasks: The subje,cts were drawn froth two public schools in Wo-cester,
Mass., both situated in a similar middle-class neighborhood. Within each grade, the subjects
were equally diyided

one
boys and girls. of the childreniin-each grade were

randomly assigned.to one of two modeling conditions.

.
Matericils. Three different types of materials were used in this study-.

type consisted of geometric shapes cut out froth masohlte arid painted different ca
shops included: square, circle, triangle, diarrond, ellipse, and rectangle; the
used included: red, blue; green,, yellow, wrge' brown.. All the ie es were 1.
high. 'These materials hqd been used. in the previous studies of this invest Hon
employed in the p-esentatio-vof the-sequential isattems.

.-
- ' ,. . . r

A second type. of material (Low Novelty -, LN) was quite simirar to the first.
The some six geometric shapes cut out from posterboard in the same six,colors were used.
In:thri 'construction andthe recognition pats of the study. The pieces were again 11/2',,'

The first
iS The

colors -

/2 tn.
a -weie

high.

The ti iird type of rnaterial (High Novelty - HN) consisted' of six different config-- ,
%. ,..-

orations glued to 1 1/2",sVareipieces of white posterboard. The different configurations
: a single-dot, an oblique line of3 dots, agngle horizontal line, a d,uble horizontal

line, a cross of,two lines, and a hor1Montal line with a dot above it. These configurations
.c, -

is
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were constructed by pasting adhesive lines and dots made from glossy paper trth.e.,
posterboord.- These configurations were made in the same six- colog used for the other
materials.

67.

The s uences were p-esented on a wooden board used in pr vious studies and
the'piecei wit ich the children were to work on any given task Were presented in a .. 04...-

wooden or a ca 'ard box, as aproriate:

Prodedufe. All subjects were tested individually. in a spare room in their school.
An adultTernaTei;r7ed as experimenter and as model. A second female expertmenterlw,
pretent to record.the child's activity in erformingthesetasks.

,All subjects were presented with two preliminary tasks and eight' sequence continu-
otiontasks. Those in the Modeling Control condition (MC) observed the model build the
stem for the sequence continuation, tasks one piece .at a time, at an -even pace. #Ithough the
stern was constructed while the child Watched, the %odel made no attempt to emphasige any
aspect of the pattem . The subjects in the Relevant Modeling condition (RM) observed the
model build the stem so as to.emphosize some of the' rules goVeming the pattern: each
triplet was put doom first containing identicOl pieces"; then, the different7shope piece within
-the triplet was put in ploce of one of the identical pieces; for patterns in which all pieces
within a triplet were of a different shape, a second piece was similarly replaced. This
procedure wouneant to highlight the perioicity and the witgin-unit rules of the,pottern.

.

The eight tasks consisted of fourinitances each of the second type of pattern and
the third type of pattern used in Study VI. For all tasks, color change marked the division::
of the sequence into units and form coded the wifhin-unit rUles. The eight sequential
patterins,are shown ih figure 7, In all cases, the stemconsisted of 1Q pieces, three
-complete units and, the MO piece of the fourth unit.' i9_ccritinue the sequence, the subject
was required to complete the fourth and to build the fifth unit. - 4

/.'4

Pour of..the sequence continuation tasks.were followed up immediately by a pattern,
reconstruction ask and the other four by a potteth recognition task.in each grade and
eaoh modeling. condition, the presentation of,the reconstruction and the fecognition tasks,
was counterbalanced across subjects. 'Each' type of pattern was represented by two tasks
in the recognition port and by two taski-I0hp reconstruction pert of the study.

At the beginning the child was given one relimiriary task, If consisted of a
4' repetitive sequence of three squares, with each triplet marked by a clifiet'nt color.' The

child was asked to continue it in order to demonstrate u;iderstanding of the instruction.
"continue the pattern." Theh the child was asked to remember the paitem, and if he'was
among' thOie receiving the recognition part first, to select from four sequential patterns
constructed from the LN materials one that was most like the pattern he had just seen. The
basic shape oftheelements in the choices was h-iongle rather than square, cold a different.
sequence of specific colors was used to delineate the units. Each of the choices consisted
of 12 pieces, but only one was a completely adequate represeotation of the pattern. If
the child did not successfUtly patform on this.w.arm-yp tosk, it was explained and presented
again. -Being successful, the, chilcrwas then presented with the tasks in the recognition e
port of the study. Children wha could not succeed on the preliminary taskfwere excluded

4

4
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Figure .7. The stems for the sequence continuation patterns presented-in study VII

R -- Red
B Blye.
Y Yelrbw

Gree-n
Cr-- Orange
BC-- Brown
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frpm the sample.
1

Before the reconstruction port of the study, a second preliminary task was given.
It consisted of a 'simple alternating pattern of sirTgle brown and oftrge squares; The children
were requested to continue the pattern. Once they hockdone.s.o, they were asked to look
it over so-that-they could remember the pattern.- All the materials were removed and ihe ..
child was presented with 16 HN'pieces and asked tomake a pattern as close to the one
he had just seen as he could. The replication that could be made was analternatioti of

'blue and yellow dots. Again,. if the child was not successful, the task was explained and 4

'presented once more. Those who succeeded with the preliminary task were than given-the
four reconstruction tasks. 'Subjects-assigned to be given the retonstructian tasks first were
also given this preliminary task first,

The LN and HN materials.were used with each the of pattem in botirthe recon-
struction and file tecognitioniparts of the study.. In short, there were four'Children in 'each.
grade and each modeling .condition Who were given the reconstruction/recognition parts of
the study in the safie order and were asked to deal with thetWo types o4attems in the
same orderi one otthe tasks representing each type of pattern was given with LN materials,
the other with FIN materials in both the reconstruction and recogriition ports of the study. .

To continue each sequence, the subjects were given,a box1;containing about
pieces; these included Jhe pieces necessary to continue the pattern as well as pieces necessary
to 'continue it in all the w s that previous-studies had shown children attempt to handle
these tasks. In the 'reic'on ruction part of the Study, thttliildren were given around 40 pieces,
Of either 'LN or HN mciteri Is and were asked to make the patterNusing these novel materialt.'
After putting 'down 15 pieces (i.e., 5 triplets), the chilcrwas,stopped with the statement that,
Jsehod done enough. In the recognitiOtpart of the study, the child had to choose- among
four,- sequences, each containing 15 pieces. Each of the four sequences was glued to a

,2 1/2 X' 1-8 in, strip of white posterboard and represented different degrees of approximation
to the p3t-tOrts In tetms.of the 1 vel category system used in previous studies, the four
choices- represented category ale S..2, 7, 10, and 14., The strips were lined, up'one above
,the other' and the child was eTto indicate tre_best representation of the 'pattern The /

f the strips represen g the various choices was counterblenced across tasks
ainifiub The sets of.recognition-choices for two of the tasks are shown in Figure B.,

.._ ..-
.,

. _. The Cant motions,. reconstruction's,' and redognithins were scoreClusip the 14-:
=revel 'category_ sy em described in Study IV.

..... ..b,. c
Results .

The results of this study turned out to be difficutt to interpret for. several reason's.
First, number of the variables interacted with each other making the small N in each
cell licequate for specific comparisOns. Second, in one of the schools used in the study?.
the ekjority of subjects In one grade turned out to be'not from the resideritial'area served
by t e School, but from'a near-:by housing project., In this school, grade differences
obt In previous research and with subjects from the other school tended to be,either

nt or reversed in direction. There was an Frisuffi,cient-number of subjects from each
schookto coiduct separate analyses fo each school. ln'some analyses, school was entered

,C1,;:.V
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in as a variable cfnd did interact significantly with other variables. On the other hand,
:order of administration of-specific tasks ,and of the reconstruction /recognition parts'af
the study was not significant, All analyses to be reported were carried aut ignoring the
order variable.

% 140.^.0' . .c
.I

Tiible 1 ,
. . ,

Mean Level Scares of Subjects on Continuations of TWo Types afequenstial Patterns
N

t

school Pattern'
Modeling.

MC RM

12.04

1.9J
10.08

11.76
13.25

11.04
11.30

Continuations of Sequential Patterns. An analysis of variance on the level
scores for continuations of of the eight sequences was carried out using grade, Modeling
condition, and school as between subject faCtors and "the two types of patterns represented
by the eightgtass as the within subject factor. In this study, tasks representing pattern .

typelil.. (all elements of different form within a unit, repeated across units) were continued
at .a signifIcantly,higher level than- those representing pattern type II (F = 13,21, df-1, 56,
p .01). The difference in the mean level of continuations' was not large. In addition,
the mocieling x schttol x type'of pattern interaction was.significants(F = 4.63, df 1, 56,
p < It appea-s that in one of the schools, subjects in_the RM condition constructed
higher-level continuations onry in tasks representint pattern type III,. while in the other,
RM subjects ca,4truated higher level,cantinuations for bdth types of patterns. The results
are shown in Table 1. Although over-all grade and modeling effects were in the expected,
direction,, as shown in Table 2, the variabi lit was too great to result in signiflcant di r-
ences, f

dr

MC

19\4

Table 2
Mean Level Scores of Subjects in the Two Modeling Conditions

on Conti uations of*SequAnfial PaLterps

41 .
'Grade 3

10.78

.60

pa'tern Type

Grade 5'
11.19

11.80

. Retonstructiois of Se'
lover overall Thrin'the continuation s

IreconstruCting the patterns using novel

Grade 3

11,25.-

12.12

Ilj
.r-.\ Grade 5

11,93

12.43
0

al Patterns. The reconstruction scores were
s, a, might be expected, since the subjects Were

mdterials. In an analysis'of yariancezith

/
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modeling conditiori, and school as between subject factors and hype of pattern, novelty
of material, and continuation /reconstruction parts of the st6dy ci,; within subject factors,
a complex pattern of result's. was obtained. Continuation. scores'were significantly higher
than reconstruction scores (F..-7 105.66, cif 1; 56, p < .q1) and ieconstruCtidis with HN.
materials were at' a highser level th'an with LN mdterials (F = 4.21: df 1, 56, 13 5'.05).

These results were mirlified by a number of significant interactions.

The continuation/reconstryction,scores varied with the type of pattern (F =
15.26, df 1, 56, p < .01), since 41,1...greater profictencyywith tasks of pattem type Ill
obtained on continuations did -lot hold for recanstructidis; in reconstructions, the two
types_of pattems.were about equivalent in difficulty, A 'significant grade x. modeling x

.schoolknovelty of materials interaction (F = 6.47, df 1, 56, p < .05) was obtained as
well as a significant grade x modeling x school A type of pattern x continuation/recon-
.structiminteraction,(F = 4.04, 6f p < .05), The effects.of grade and modeling
were in the expectid direction,:but varied also with schools type of pattern, and novelty
of materials, Table 3 shows theresults for grade and modeling condition.

table 3
Mean Level Scores Obtained on Continuations and .Reconstructions of Sequential, Patterns. ?

Grade C.,

Continuations ; 5

,
MOdeling MC 10.70 - '10,97

. RM 11.05 12.30

Reconstructions

Modeling. MC 7.09 7.17

RM 7.34 '8.72
\

. ..
With pattern type III t , subjects tended to build reconstructidissat

-, higher levels when given N mater Is than when given IN 'materials-lf they were in'
the RM condition, The mo e ng x novelty of materials interaction way significant
(F = 8,05, di 1, 60, Ft < .01) whenthe reconstruction scores were analyzed for tasks of
each pattem7type separately, There was only a trend in, thesaine direction for tasks
of

/
of paftem type H. These results a-e shown in Table 4..

* ' ", . .

R ecognition of Sequential Patterns,' Continuation scores were higher in
t the preserd.study than 'recognition scales since -aTI the recognition tasks were" presented',.

with novel materials. In an analysis of valance With g-ade, 'Modeling, andeschool as

the between object factors arci type'of pattern, novelty Of izterial, and the continuation/
recognition part Of the study as the within sukirects factors, a.number of significant inter-
action 'effects were-obtained. Overall-, continuation scores were sig4ificamtly higher than.,
'recognition scores*(F = 7.99, .dF 1, 56, p < .01). Subjects frkii oneof the schools differed
more in these two parts of the study than subjects from tip other school (P, = 4.65, cif 1, 56,

p <105). Also; subjects in grade 5 did better with Li\Tnaterials khan subjects in'grade 3

4 vo

.
t 'tiio

...;

u -.
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(F = 5.80, df 1, 56, p < .05). it appeared that grade 3 subjects hied to adopt a direct

matching strategy with the LN materials and failed to use- the rules of the pattern in a

more absttact way.

o

-Ta51e,4 , 0,
Mean Level 5 ores Obtained on ReConstructions of Pattern Type Ill Sequences

,,,,.
..--, Materials ,

4 . LN . HN .

Modeling' Grade , .,... .....

94.
A6

MC 3-. ' 6.56

0
5 , 7.31 6.75

.4-

' RM 3 6.75
\ ,

.67.75

5, 6.75 ge31

I The type of pattern in addition to the novelty of the materials affected the

scores obtained by subjects in the two grad differently. The grOde 5 -subjects did rela-

c, tively less well on tasks using the type Ill p terns in the recognition part of thest rdy

compared to the continuation part than did grade 3 subjects, particularly with HN materials.
In contrast to the reconshuction part ,of the study, , the grade 3 subjects did about equally well
---..

..Avilh-LN as with HN materials in the recognition part,of the study. -Grade 5 subjects did

leis well with HN materials. 51griificirit type of pattern x novelty of materials.(P = 5.28,

df 1, 56, p < .05), grade.x novelly-of materials x continuation/recogniion pact of the study

(F -='7.34, df 1, 56, p < .01), grade x modelinvc,type of pattern x continuation /recognition
part of tie study (P = 8.14, df 1, 56, p < .01-f and mOdeling_x school x novelty of materials
x continuation/recognition part of the study (F = 9.08, df 1.,:56, p <.01),interactlon effects
were obtained.' Some of thipkesqlts are shown in Table 5. ..,

D
o'....

.-- . Table 5
.

'Mean Level Scores Obtained on Continuation and RecognitiOAsof.Sequenti
.

s---,....-

Continuations. . Grade
3

10,55

10.90

' i .

5'

lt. 28
11,71 (,'" Ow..

Pattern 1,1

Pattern III

I Patterns

Recaenitions -
."\'' .

,..,

Patte'rn II LN 9,49 '' 11,.71

HN 9.96 ''' '. 9,54
a

: Pattern IIPLN 9.05 . '10.74
-ili-iN '10..50 -9,17;

A 8i.
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When 'scores just on the recognition partef the study were considered, it
was 'found that grade, modeling, and novelty-of material effect's were more clearly evident
on tasks representing pattern type ill. A.2 (gra e) x 2 (modeling cdnclition),x 2 (novelty
of materials) analysis variance on pattern tyo III tasks revealed That subjects in the
RM condition sowed Idwer in grade 3 and higher in de 5 (grade x modeling condition
r = 4'.70,,dfl, 60, p < .05) as well as that gi-ade 3,subjects scored higher with HN
materials while grade 5 subjects scored .higher witlthe IN materials (grade x novelty of
Materials F = 6,75, df 1, 60, p < .05), It seems that the 'LN materials interfered with rule
application by grdde 3 subjects not only in the 'reconstruction part of the study, but also
in the recognition part of the;StUdy.

Table 6
:Mean Level Scores Obtained,on Reconstruction and 'Recognition of Sequential Patterns

Patiem Type 11 Reconstruction , k Recognition
Grade 3 Grade 5 Grade 3 . , Grade 5.

7%50 9.12. - 0 12.00

. RM 6.81. 12,00, 8.81 9.137

HN 'MC . 7: e 7.06 9.75 p 1 83,5

RM 8.06 10,06 10.25.6 ,
.

10;50 .

'Ll\I 6,69
. ;

Pdttem type III

LN MC; .4/106 4
_

, 7.31 . 9:87- 10.00

. RM \--6,45- 6.75 8.00
.,

11.00

HN- MC 6:56 6.75; 1,1.37
e .

_815
RM 7.75 '' 9.31 9.87 14.32 ii'

, , . . ,
.

. Sin e type of patfern affected the results of both the reconstruction and the ---t recognition parts of the study, scores for these two parts were compared separately with .

'tasks representint the two types of patterns, and sepdraiely for theotwo levels of novel/
:Materials.1n all comparisons, (the level scores in ,the recognition' part of.the study were
higher thcin in the neConstructionparrqf the study: Thus, when the variable of the ,

"novelty of Materials was equated, recOgn. ition. Was shown to be easier than reconstructiol.
, \IThe results a-e shOwn in Table 6, In dddition, dsignificen.R. grade effect wan obtained for .

sublec)s given pattern type II tasks with LN materials, since grade 34iii:rjescts,'Were fouhd
to do particularly poorly in the reconstruction'part of the study with LN materials.

. .
.

sk . Discussion

a ' YS

Th; finditt that subjects could reconstruct sequential pattern4 Wing diffesrent
materiols.as well as to,recognize those patterns when represetatgd through different materials

I



strongly supports the contention that children a-e inducing-the 'rules for.these patterns
and are working with those rules in performing, these tasks. The 'presence of grade
differences in the expected direction on all three parts of the study further supports the
contention that children's understanding of sequential patternvis tapped in continuation,

,

Since novel, materials were involved, reconsfructions'and recognitions were at
a lower level than continuations. However, it was interestin lb find that UN materials, -
rather than being easier, were more diffi'cult for grade 3,subjects, -particularly-in the
reconstruction part of the study. The experibenters observed that grade 3 children often
'tried to match, the pieces in the sequerice rather than'to represent the paiteisn with LN
materials. Since it was impossible to make a direct copy, they tried-setting up.equi-

4 valences (orange.= redi a square = rectangle) and thUs, 'multiplied the number of rules
they had to coordinate: The HN materials did not evoke matching strategy and even'
the, grade 3 subjects were able to use them to represent thepattern of a sequence.. This
suggests that younger subjects are able to work with rules for sequential patterns, but that

,their preferred strategies for, copying the Concrete.exemplificption of a.pattem sometimes
interfere with manifestation of their understanding, This' .finding'xnay !gave important
implications for assepment of generalization of a learned concept,

'

nstruction, and recognition .

The finding that performance in the recognition part of the study,,'was superior to
that in the reconstruction part supports the conclusion of Study V that a nigher level of
unde'rstanding can be der'nonstrated in situations where there are contextuarsupdifs for it.
This finding fits in with the literature concerning many areas of cognitive functioning-which
shows better passive than active use of knowledge.'

4

..

The 'effect of t e two modeling conditions was in the expected clirec , kir the
Influence of the observation of the Model was modified by several other vari bles. This .

finding fits with the results from previous studies-showing° that the effect of highlighting
the rules governing.a pattern is,rno-e clearly seen when contrasted to a no model condition
rather tan to o model condition in which rule demonstration is.minimal. ,if a no model ,
condition had been included in this study, ihterpretation of the findings rejarding modeling ,

would be easier. It seemsYhat obs-ervation of -the' process of constructing the stem piece by
Piece may sufficiently pa-se the stem to help soni6,subjects induce the'rulesof the pattern.
Moreover, the effect of other va-tables on modeling suggests that modeling it best viewed
as One variable that influences the. perfonnance to .such _tasks through facilitating the in-'.

..

.
, ,.

duction of the rules governing apattern. The type of pattern used and the child's levelused
development alsg affect the ability to induce rules for seqt?ential patterns,

liqdes rule induction, the performance on tasks of this nature seems to be affected
by the:subject's ability-to represent those rules and then to apply them in actual performance.__.
Consequently, 'the typ.i'of material and The nature of the task (continuation vs. recognition)
also affect performance. The complexity of interactions found, in this study reflects the
many variables that contribute-to cognitive activity and influence 'the actual perfOrmance
obselved.,

-,404, 4Alli.111111111..1.11......011.74
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Concluding Remarks

commonSeyeral common themes run through the findings from the seven studies which .

constitute this investigation. .The specific findings from each individubl it;t74liave been
already presented anTdiscussed within the framework othat study. In"tiiis section,
the common themes will be highlighted and their implications wilt be discussed in the
broader C'ontext of the role of observation of models in cognitive functioning.

There have been relatively few studies concerned with the differential effects
of modeling on children differing in age, despite the fact that this question is frequently

.

raised'in reviews of the literature (e.g., Hartup ond Coates,. 1970). As pginted out in ;
introduction to this report, one reason for this may be the assumption of social learning theorists
that the tendency to imitate d;as not undergo development and only varies with aspects of the '
situation, characteristics of the model, and so forth. From the..cogriitive pe.rsp.ective, Naget
(1951) has concepttkolizsed imitation as the aicammodativepole of cognitive functioning,

`,suggesting that occurrence of imitation is related to engagement of the accornmodatory
process. The Piagetion conception implies that overt i,mitatiOn will be the producvt Of the
requirements of thesituation and the cognitive level of the observer, both difficult to assess,

.since the Lnderstandlilg clef the requirements of a situation also depends on the cognitive
level of tie observer. %side from imitation in the period of infancy, pia -get has made few.'
statements with respect to imitation, except to say tbat as assimilation and acOomo'clation. tbecome !flare equilibrated with developmeni, and'ossymbolic operations replace_ overt
actionst the incidence of ollpet irtiitation declines..

. .

. The findings from the present investigation may be viewed as consonant with the
Pia.g.atian conception of imitation. At leaSt within the age range studied (elementary school
yeast), he was liftle evidence of changes in the tendency to imitate a model With age,
,whiCluis not to say that there were no differences in the effect of a specific Model pfdifferent
&gas, The above statement requires elaboration. At first glance, the findings regarding
imitation Of task irrelevant behaviors oftha modeiNay seem to contradict these statem
Studies I and III obtained some evidence for a decline in 'the'imifation of tasidirrele ant
behaviors of the model with age. However, the age trend was not's' ignificontwichin the
purest modeling condition (MD) of Study i, and the reduction' in such imitation was_cleac,
only at grade 8 in Study Ill,. an age by which the children in thafstudy could carry out the
tasks used quite competently even witboutexpasureto the model. The findings regarding
imitation of task-irrelevaAt behaviors may be interpreted as reflect.ingthe child's ufscier= '
standing of the task; once the task is fully 'under,tood;and can be carried out cbrnp?tently,
the Irrelevance:of some of the model's actions is,also appreciated and dispensed with. The
point has been .specifically demonstrated yin a different study (Sibulkin and Uzgiris, in press).

'For task relevant actions, modeling effects were obtained at some ages;:but not
others. Invariably, the effects were strangest at a middle range of agei;lar ciltildrert who
might be thought to have some grasp of the requirements of the task, yertb be unable to
perk,* it competently on their-own. Thjs, the effect of modeling may be,said to depend
on the relation.betwean the requirements of the task and the child's capacity to peform
In Study I, in whla a more difficult task was sisecf4 the effects of observing the model weretevident at dli age levels, althdugti they were less ivident at gra/e 6than at grade K. .

.41
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In Studies III and IV; in which easier tasks were empldyed, there NY-a; no evidence for

modeling effects at gradeB, in-contrast to grades 5, 3, or 2. However, grade 8 subjects
'performed the tctsks competently even without exposure to a model. It is a-gued here that'
modeling effects would be obtaiied For older subjects (e.g. grade 8) and not for younger

' ones if the difficulty of the tasks would be increased. Similarly, it is argJed that grads 1
s subjects did not.show a -modeling effect, because for them, the tasks were Lard. The,

findings from this investigation a e consistent with this interpretation, but they are.not con-
clusive.` It would lie possibleto make a 'stronger case for this position if subjects had boen

*T.

presented with a series of tasks graded in difficulty and modeling effect' had been consistently
found for the,iosks of medium difficulty at each age level. Such a study was not conducted,
within the present investigalion. Nevertheless, on the basis of the results o'btained,- ft is
suggested that the question of age changes in responsiveness- to models may be more,profitably
rephrased as one concerning the relationship between the subject's cognitive level and the
subject's understanding of the task as well as of the model's behavior. -

The approach adopted in this investigation'OFIaokingat the effects of the model's
actions onthe observer's approach to a task rather than just on the final product of solution
is considered worthwhile, but was found to be difficult to implement. More research' is
needed to delineate those-cha-acteristics of actions,that meaningfully reflect the& orgoni-
zationi Nevertheless, results of th; present investigation suggest that obiervation of a model

' an affect nlanly..the freque.ncy, of discrete behaviors (a; in studiesby Bandura and co-
. workers)or the adoption sif a single rule Los in the research by Zimmermcrn and Rosenthal),

but also the very organization of ay:lions directed toward a,particular gbal. Althyugh much .
hi-ore research is needed to delineate the most importbnt featUres of sequentially-organized

the present investigation indicates that modeling -nay influence the organization
of such a:tion and that it is feasible to study the effects of modeling-on it. .

An atte pt wa3 made in pridc IV to.telote directly children's cognitive level .to
,responsiveness to odeling. Fa lure to obtain such a relationship inl-hat'Study is nol-
sufficient to invali ate the conception of imitation presented here. The spicific reasons
for the failure to obtain the expected results wee presented in the discussion of that study,
More generally; however, that study points up ffedifficulty of obtaining an independent
assessment for the child's understanding of atask in order to make a prediction aboJt the
effects of 9bsersiing a model. R seeMs thattask-specific and situatedli-specific variables
mod1fyedgnitive functioning sufficiently to doom, the search forlelations Noss contexts
and tasks, orlecist at the period.of concrete operational reasoning. With more careful
attaritionlo Kchlpe'cific fbctors, it may be possible to make,some progress on _this issue,. ..

As Toussaint'sw(1974) study demonstrated, with equaliiation oftask-speeific gables,
better.conPo/tiance may be obtained For performarke on several logical p lems. Assess-,
ment of a subject's cognitive level in relation to his t'xiderstandirof complex task qnd
of a . dells Performance of thgt task ma? have to be carried 30 wit a variety of con-
textu variables equalized in order to ojaci-Ja"ery. assessgepropbsed'relatiariship.,

v .. .,
.. ,

In several studies within tiiis investigation, an attempt was made to have the
subjects toivey their understpnding of the task and their approach tb it to the experimenter
Verbally after completing their part in the study: T,h;s.apProaCh wa; found tc be cicrcliy,
unprieuctive. The Children studied were

,

usuQlly unable to verbalize much eitF about
.

N.
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the model's actions or their own. If a product was present during questioning (Studies
I and II), the subjects appeared tobttemp' to derive a description of (heir own actions
from the. Product independent of their previo..is behavior: Since reflection on one's °on
actions is a higher-level cognitive task than performance o' such actions (requiring
representation of one's actions) these observations need not be surprising; They are
reported here to indicate that assessment of the subject's understanding cirtAe modeling
situation.will also have to be conducted at the same 17e1 of representation required
by task performcsice.

Although accommodation to the model's actions may facilitate understanding, on
the'baSis of the present research, modeling does not stand out as a uni.qtre mechanism for
producing change In another's actions. Since the present investigation was concerned with
patterns olorganizatian found within actioo'which are not captured in a single verbal concept,
the model's behavior was arranged to highlight the relevant rules through action rath;r than
through verbalization. In this investigation, such non-verbal demonstration of rules was not
directly contrasted with the statement of such rules verbally. Research concerned ,with concept
attainment has demonstrated that verbal rule statement may bras effective as modeling or
at least that modeling with verbal rule stateatient is more effective than modeling alone
(see Zimmerman and Rosenthol, 1974). Whether the same wo.ild hold For concepts cOnceming
the sequential organization of actions remains to be investigated.

,
The realization that context sr situational variables play a .much larger role iri

intellectual functioning than cognitive theory was assumed to imply is strongly supported by
the findings of this Investigation. Even withoifit c.onsi6lering the restrictions on generalization
4cirising from the characteristics of the subjects-studied!' almost every study described here
providedevidence that any general description of children's understanding iof.certain organi-
zatiorial rules has to be modified by specifying the assessment tosk, the mode of testing ,
(recognition, construction), the amount of abstraction required (LN and HN materials in
Study VW', and so forth, Coneq-Jerstly, it seems that better specifiCation of how.such \,_
context or situational variables interciot.with the utilization of a.particular cognitive
operation is a necessary direction for future,research. Orientation toward this view may have
importdnt implicotions for educational practice as well, in that it Would sensitize all
pers6nnel to the fact that performance within one context should, not be generalized to

_prognosticate a child's performonce in all other contexts. 6 _

Moreover, focusing in on the of cogniti (Fictions within, sp e cific
Contexts should. lead to a midis more detailed analysii of 3 cognitive processes and
.operotions engaged by specific tasks.. Whetherinfo`r 'ion theory 'turns out ft:sloe a :Joeful
source of concepts for such detailed anatses or *her theories have.td be devised, never-

, tlialhss, these kinds of analyses would'ma portanrand_useful contributions not oily
understanding of cognitive functionin but olso_.,to the educational process. The present
investigation does no more than su est some of Ig.4 specific processei (unit delineation,
identification of differences, ordination of differences with constancies) that maybe
involved in. conceptualizing patterns for generating' seckiences frometete ts; it doest
however, point up the need foe research that would push sifh endeavor fur ere, .

. ,
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AppendiX-

Table A: 1 -

Pieces Contained in Different Compartments. of the-Supply Box in Study I

--The supply box (30 in. x.12 in.) had 24 compartments arran
8 columns for the 400' pieces. .4

4'

Column 1
).

compartments each with yellow squares (20 in each)

Column, 2 1 compartment, red circles (10);
1 compartment, red squares (10);
1 compartment dark blue. ellip'ses,(10)

Column 3 3 compartments oI-extranebus pieces (in each

Column 4 - 1 comprfment maiu,niNque ellipses (20);,
1 compartment blue ellipses (20);

compartMent light blue ellipses-"(20)

ColUmn'5 '1 compartment red triajlgles (20);'
1 compartment green triangles (20);
1 compartment red diamonds i2D)

.._ Column 6 1 compartment dark blue tricngles (30)
2 compartments red sticks (15 in each),

1 'compartment longest brown sticks (24a);
l'compartment medium long brown sticks (.1.0);

aiknent medium br.ownsticks (10)

Column°8 1 CompartmeW .brown sticks 20)
n sticks (20' in each)2 compartments shor

.

A

I

84.
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...., \ Table.A:1 ,

....,:i..:.-:...:,

. . Modelisitiehavior in Building the.pesign
., 4

At Siipply:Table: ,
,

.1;.74?.4 used a container* in ,Which to place the pieces selected

2. M stood with the back to the-samplex:lesign.__
3. M picked up pieces by type in the followirig order:_J.. _ ..... .....,_ _ ..... . . -- r.

l

a. 6 yellow sluares. ,
. 4..

4 i
b... 3 pairs of blue.ellipsef tinii.1 pair of'red diantonds. Verbalized "Two of

. these, two-of these..'.*hile pickingupY
IMMO MEM

he pieced :
c. 2 red triangles, 2 greerOtiOngles, aid ,3 blue triangles - c)

85.

d. "3 red "stiCke, 4 short brown. sticks.", 4 long b wn "sticks", and 2
medium length brown "sticks". The,model picked p a handful of the
red "sticks", Blew on them, fhen dropped -the rest i the box and kept-3:
to.be placed in the container. While selecting the rown "sticks", they
model verbalized "some o'f_these, and some of thes ."

.7.

e. 1-red square, 1 red circle, and 1 dark blue
,

At the Work Tale: ,h
-

.
:.

1. M placed: the container on the table b Ayond-'fli'e wooden1baard for the malting of
the design . . ...

...l ... 4 '

2. M started:to Build tile desrKlit the_center. e = '
. . .4

. . ; . . ... a

.

3. M proceeded' to build the desii:', it. unit's in a non-linear progression. The units
were built in.

''
the followhig order: . . ,-..

J ,
;

a. Unit 5: M placed the centerrt'clarkipltie ellipse and then built outward
by picking up and placing tw6:pr:eces.,together;one.on each side, until

-
. the unit was'complete.' While.-0-1acini the pairs, MAif:rbalized,Zthese

two, and these two..." "Pz.V.....:.;, : ... , ;r --
:..t.'; 1- .,

.

b. 'After a 5ripf -pause, M picked -dip 4f4titpiner with the left hand, walked
right and built*unit 8, then, M wcit*d4.4eft and .bo'llt 41,4 1, then unit 3,

. placing the pieces in their proper IO;CIIIii::in4 s. M`put the stonta.iner down on
the table. Thus, M crossed center twi4b..while.b4idin'g these units.

...;

c... After a brief pause, M, picked up all:F4ces of OH 2, walked to the left,
and built the unit two pieces at a thfi9iin orclii:- .

1.d. After a brief,pauie, M picked up the' pieces' -for unit Z and puirrem down
. . .

1

one at °time. The.sepond and the third slicks were placed at a slant,.
then pickeci.up, rubbed together; and placed.downstroVt. 'T.re fourth

.:;..ipiecewas then added.,

e. Attei a paAise, M built' unit 6:- M fit'stiiiaced the thre.red "sticks" with
. .

spaces in b6tween. Then the sppces were il,led in with 1. red triangler2
green triangles,'-and three blue triangii43s.: ..-

--,,,
, . -

.
, i I

9:3
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v 1'

t 86..
-

..
f. 'After a pause, the:design was coMpleted_bi building a

unit 4.. . .,
; - ,.. .. .

4. The container wat returned to the suleit,table after completion of-the
design

J.._ _---7
. , , ,

... f

.

4. , ti

*
These behaviors were considered incidental, to the .1) 1,1 ing of the design and were
scored as imitations of M. . .
4'

fM

')
.

,3,

at

V

V

r.

, M.*

r
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4
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Table A. 3
The Materitils Used for the Twelve Taiks of Study If

s
.

Color Tasks- V
.., A. 411 pieces 1.1/2 in. in size; ,`color varies between triplets. The baiic lhape .

is square, but the shape of the' middle piece within each unit varies.
..,

.1.

.87.

B. eavil pietes are square in- shape; color varies be triplets: Basic size of,
- the pieces.i 1 1/2 in., but the last piece of, the t ipleijs larger in ,each.

sucdessive triplet, increasing b.y. 1/2 in. from 1 t 2;in . In the firrfiplet
,.

to 2 1/2 in. the third.

C. All pieces 3 1/2 in. in-size and all are squares color alternates between tripleta.
t lax"-. r

D. All Pieces are square in shdpe;. colorvitries between triplets: EacWpiec"e in the '
triplet varies, in size by 1 in. from the others' in either increasing or decreasing .... - .order. . - , ,

. -
Form Tasks ,,, ....

...
a ,. _..

- A. All pieces 1 1/2 in. in size; shape varies bei4en triplets: The basic color
,.. ,a, 4

is>yellow, ba the last'piece in each. triplet varies in color.
ff# e

>
B,.-0104kpieces are red yin' color; shape varies between triplets. The bosicsize Of

the pieces .is 1 1/2 ire, but the iniddlepiece increases in size by 1/2 in. ifrom
1 in. in the fir4t triplet to -i2 in, in the third. )

,... .
.

C. All pieces are yellow and all are 11/2 in. in size. Shape alternates between,
triplets, . ,

. 1 __

D. All pieces are T.1/2 in. in size; shape variesbefween triplets. Three.different
colors rotate among the three pieces in successive triplets. .

Size-Tasks" , .

, -
A. All pieces are squares; size indeses between triplets by. 1/2 in., with all

pieces in,the first triplet 1 in. in size. The basic color of the pieces is yellOw,
but the last piece in each triplet varies in color. -. , - . ,,

. All pieces are squares;. size increases between triplets by-1/2 in., with all
pieces in the first triplet 1 iri'. in size. The bOsic COlor of the pieces is blue',

,,but the shade of the middle pieced,ecredies inintensity, starting frog being
identical tothat of the other pieces and going to much lighter in the third ..

vkik t.- ihr
. a

.

C. All pieces are squares and all ore blue. Th,esize of-the pieces Itemates .

between 4 in.,cnd 2 1/2 in.. for-the triplets.'
. .:-

D. All pieces are squares; size increases between triplets by 1/2 in., with all,
pie. s in the first triplet 1 in. in size, Three different colas rotateamong the

triplet.

the hree' pieces in successive triplets.
9

a_
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